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Lyn Alderman  |  Liz Gould  |  Carol Quadrelli  |  Bronwyn Rossingh  |  Editors
consultancies and present on wide-ranging themes. It is rare 
that the evaluation design is published in the public domain 
and the editors believe that this is an identified gap within 
our journal and the discipline of evaluation more broadly.
The editors believe that the EJA is a forum where 
postgraduate students should be celebrated and in 2016 we 
have introduced a new type of article titled postgraduate 
student paper. A postgraduate student paper is defined 
as one that presents an evaluation design, describes the 
decision-making processes leading to the design and presents 
the logic model and prospective timeline for the evaluation 
and disseminates evaluation design. The first postgraduate 
student paper appeared in Issue 3, 2016, author Kylie 
Kingston, and the second paper is presented in this issue 
by author Susan Beaton. Congratulations on your new 
publication profile.
The editors would like to cordially extend an invitation to 
all postgraduate students who have written articles on their 
evaluation design (whether deployed or conceptual) to submit 
their work for publication and dissemination to our audience.
It is worth acknowledging the quality and value of the 
articles and contributions to the field of evaluation that are 
coming across the EJA table at present. This is indicative 
of the dynamic nature and growing field of evaluation as 
it is strengthened and justified as its own discipline. Its 
importance and value across many countries, cities, towns, 
regions and communities assessing the effectiveness of the 
many and diverse activities impacting our lives every day.
David Roberts was awarded the 2016 Ros Hurworth 
prize recently for his paper It ain’t necessarily so: eliciting 
knowledge and the role of  schemata in data collection. His 
paper represents a questioning of the data that arises from 
the interview process and suggests the use of a diagnostic 
tool used in clinical psychology to add a systematic level 
of testing to evidence the integrity of the data. Roberts 
highlights the difficulty in relying on interview data alone 
and therefore suggests that as evaluators we need to question 
the integrity of the data and consider using techniques 
such as cognitive models that would ordinarily sit outside 
of the evaluation tool box. Roberts makes a brave move 
and risks being criticised for questioning the integrity of 
interview data. His pushing of the boundaries contributes a 
valuable and thought provoking dimension to the evaluation 
Welcome to the final issue of the Evaluation Journal of  
Australasia (EJA) for 2016. Each year the editorial team have 
focused on strengthening this journal through publishing 
on time, publishing in an ethical manner and publishing 
to a quality standard that contributes to the discipline of 
evaluation. In 2016, the editorial team wanted to foster 
a nurturing environment that is supportive of emerging 
authors and reviewers as well those who have an established 
publication profile. 
The focus and scope of the EJA is a publication of the 
Australasian Evaluation Society. It provides the opportunity 
to disseminate current research and innovative practice in the 
evaluation field, with a scope that is multidisciplinary and 
cross sectorial. Australasian Evaluation Society members, 
organisations, postgraduate students and individuals 
involved in the practice, study or teaching of evaluation are 
invited to submit their work to the journal, selecting from a 
range of submission types. 
A nurturing environment is of critical importance when you 
think back and remember when you moved into the discipline 
of evaluation. Many evaluators would comment that they 
‘fell into evaluation’, or ‘were given evaluation work and told 
to get on with it’. It was not necessarily their decision. 
However, it is very different for those who are seeking formal 
qualifications in evaluation at a postgraduate level. These 
students may be experienced evaluators who would like formal 
academic recognition or they may be students who are new 
to evaluation and are keen to have formal qualifications to 
support their transition into the discipline of evaluation. Either 
way, postgraduate students have identified a strong interest in 
evaluation and commitment to becoming an evaluator. 
Another area of interest for the editors is evaluation design. 
Currently the journal attracts academic papers, practice 
papers and book reviews. An academic paper is defined as 
one that is theory based, contributes to the literature within 
evaluative thinking and practice and makes a contribution 
to the field of evaluation. A practice paper is defined as one 
that applies an evaluation theory, describes the evaluation 
and presents the findings of a program or project and 
disseminates practice. A book review is defined as a critical 
analysis or evaluation of the content, structure and purpose 
of a publication from the reviewer’s viewpoint. The 
authors affiliations are government, academic, industry and 
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discipline. It is these ideas from those who are prepared 
to take that risk that genuinely contribute to the field of 
evaluation and generates the much needed discussion.   
As mentioned above the EJA is encouraging more 
contributions about evaluation design. Renger’s paper is one 
such paper. He makes an important contribution through 
the use of a case study about cardiac care response systems 
and offers a strong message about the imperatives of an 
effective system design hand-in-hand with the evaluative 
model. This story conveys the strong message about a 
time critical area that leaves little doubt about the need for 
effectiveness for the purposes of an evaluation and feedback 
mechanisms therein. By using the cycle of care around 
cardiac arrest a clear picture and purpose enables the reader 
to instantly engage with the story and learn the importance 
of effective evaluation and why evaluation is a discipline 
and an important activity alongside systems and system 
design. Renger draws attention to systems thinking which is 
gaining attention in the evaluation literature as an approach 
for addressing limitations associated with relying on theory 
driven program evaluation. He justifies the need for holistic 
models that include detail of the system components, how 
they are connected and how to evaluate their efficiency 
and effectiveness. This article captures the reader as it is 
something we are all impacted by within our families and 
broader circles enabling the reader to instantly engage with 
the story and learn the importance of effective evaluation and 
why evaluation is an important activity embedded alongside 
systems and system design. 
Renger’s article has potential to be used as an important 
teaching and learning resource for students studying 
evaluation, or system designers and has application for very 
broad audiences. It offers an important story, design and 
framework.
The third article in this issue is by Beaton who is a 
postgraduate student studying a Master of Business 
(Philanthropy and Nonprofit Studies). This article provides 
a focus on evaluation design considerations and a step-
by-step process to develop an evaluation plan inclusive of 
purpose, context, scope, method and methodology supported 
by evidence-based justifications. The article conveys the 
development of an internal evaluation process for a not-
for-profit organisation and describes the need for a context-
sensitive evaluation that is feasible, ethical, transparent and 
accountable to the project stakeholders. Beaton believes the 
role of the evaluator has advanced in the not-for-profit sector 
creating a pressing need for internal evaluators whereas 
previously evaluations were outsourced to external consultants 
which was not economically sustainable. Beaton takes a 
hands-on approach to planning and developing the internal 
evaluation role in an organisation and conveys a story that we 
will no doubt hear more about in the near future. 
It is an exciting time for the evaluation discipline having 
postgraduate students utilising their experience and newly 
acquired knowledge ‘on the hop’ as they set about exploring 
new dimensions of evaluation in the real world.
The final article by Sutton, Baxter, Grey and Putt uses 
standardised methodologies in collaborative and participative 
ways to evaluate community safety and wellbeing in a remote 
Indigenous context. In this article the authors demonstrate 
how standardised methodologies underwent a contextual 
customisation process using a collaborative and participative 
approach. The authors argue that collaboration with 
the people impacted by a policy, conducted in an ethical, 
meaningful and respectful manner, is part and parcel to 
producing good quality social policy evaluation. The authors 
share the lessons learned from conducting an evaluation of 
the safety and wellbeing of Indigenous people affected by 
the Northern Territory National Emergency Response. The 
evaluation process was a large and multi-site evaluation on 17 
remote communities and over 1300 participants.
The need for Indigenous program evaluation is steadily 
growing and this area of evaluation is slowly recognising the 
need for Indigenous people to be developed as evaluators and 
involved in the evaluation of their programs, communities 
and lives (Rossingh and Yunupingu, 2016). Participative 
and collaborative evaluation is key to this area of growth 
and recognising and valuing the contribution of Indigenous 
people involved in research and evaluation needs to be 
honoured and committed to for the future.
Gould’s review of the book compiled by Rebekah Farmer 
and Lyn Fasoli, You’re in new country: Advice for non-
Indigenous early childhood mentors, trainers and teachers, 
provides us with a snapshot of a useful resource for those 
conducting research or evaluation in remote Indigenous 
communities. The review discusses the challenges that 
educators need to consider in relation to their role in 
preserving and reflecting on the important local cultural 
perspectives and values rather than emphasising Western 
knowledge and expectations to Indigenous people. An 
interesting and useful read for anyone working in the 
Indigenous space with relevant guidelines and protocols for 
researchers and evaluators. Gould indicates that the book 
acts as a reminder to even those of us who are experienced 
working in Indigenous communities that each time we start a 
new project we’re in new country.
References
Rossingh, B., & Yunupingu, Y. (2016). Evaluating as an outsider 
or an insider: A two-way approach guided by the knowers of 
culture. Evaluation Journal of  Australasia, 16(3), pp. 5–14.
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DAVID ROBERTS
‘It ain’t necessarily so’: eliciting hidden 
knowledge and the role of schemata in 
data collection1
A problem for evaluators and researchers is that what 
people ‘say’ in an interview context is often different from 
what they do in the everyday world, in vivo. Elicitation 
techniques appear to be effective at revealing 
‘hidden’ data but the theories about why they do so 
are inadequate. This paper examines literature from 
cognitive science, schema and survey research to 
identify ideas that may help explain why elicitation 
techniques work and how we can improve their use. 
The schema concept provides a testable mechanism for 
how elicitation may function and the conditions under 
which elicitation might work. It also raises questions for 
evaluators about the variability of people’s responses 
in different contexts and the influence of the interview 
context on the results obtained.
Introduction
A problem for evaluators and researchers2 is that what people ‘say’ about 
phenomena in an interview context is often different from what they do 
in the everyday world, in vivo (e.g. Briggs, 1986; Bryan, Dweck, Ross, Kay, 
& Mislavsky, 2009; Falk, Berkman, & Lieberman, 2012; Krosnick, 1999; 
Kvale, 1996; Schostak, 2006). 
For example, Haire (1950) reported that in response to a questionnaire 
about why people did not use instant coffee, respondents generally 
answered they did not like the flavour. Haire suspected there was more 
to it than that and borrowed ‘projective techniques’3 from clinical 
psychology. He provided 50 people with two shopping lists that differed 
only in one item (instant coffee or drip filter coffee). He asked the people 
to describe each of the two women who bought the groceries on the 
lists. The descriptions of the two imaginary women were very different. 
The ‘instant coffee’ purchaser was described as: ‘lazy’, ‘not a good wife’, 
‘failing to plan household purchases’ and so on. The drip filter purchaser 
David Roberts is a Principal Consultant at 
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was ascribed the opposite characteristics: ‘a good wife’, etc. 
There was a constellation of negative attributes associated 
with buying instant coffee that were not available to direct 
questions in a survey and those negative attributes appeared 
to have a major impact on purchasing decisions.4 
Since Haire’s article, the use of elicitation techniques 
has spread in market research (Breivik & Supphellen, 
2003; Donoghue, 2000; Jacques, 2005), education research 
(Catterall & Ibbotson, 2000), social research (Jenkins, 
Bloor, Fischer, Berney, & Neale, 2010; Mannay, 2010), and 
evaluation (Hurworth, Clark, Martin, & Thomsen, 2005; 
Hurworth & Sweeney, 1995; Patton, 2002; Smith, Gidlow, 
& Steel, 2012). Similar techniques are used in cognitive 
psychology to elicit implicit information or memories 
(Rutherford, 2005).
Unfortunately, with notable exceptions (Boddy, 
2008; Breivik & Supphellen, 2003), there is very limited 
research into the efficacy of elicitation techniques as a 
research tool5. Moreover, the literature on how elicitation 
techniques work is sketchy and provides very little 
foundation for testing and improving the use of elicitation 
techniques. My thesis was a first step in developing a 
cognitive model to explain how elicitation techniques 
work and to identify the conditions that might allow us to 
improve the use of such techniques. 
My premises are that: 
 ■ cognitive processes and structures below conscious 
awareness have a significant impact on how 
individuals behave (Kahneman, 2011; Schwarz & 
Hippler, 1987; Sudman, Bradburn, & Schwarz, 1996; 
Tourangeau, 1987)
 ■ the implicit cognitive processes underlying everyday 
behaviour are inherently different from those that 
inform responses in evaluation and research interviews 
 ■ the schema6 concept provides a useful explanation 
of the cognitive mechanisms underpinning responses 
to elicitation tasks (Haussman-Muela & Ribera, 
2003; Huesmann, 1998; Norman & Shallice, 1986; 
Schütz, 1967) and offers a model to help practitioners 
understand and improve the use of such techniques.
Most thinking, knowledge, behaviour and decisions 
are automatic, quick and have the characteristics of 
intuition, little or no effort and no voluntary control 
(Kahneman, 2011). Our everyday behaviours and 
thinking are largely based on implicit knowledge that 
is not brought to conscious awareness. This implicit 
knowledge is ‘chunked’ into discrete schemata: mental 
representations about whatever we are thinking about 
or acting towards. Such schemas allow us to act without 
consciously thinking about what we will do and provide 
the foundation for our conscious thoughts. 
In this paper I will outline some of the diverse 
literature that informed my thinking before describing 
the fieldwork for my thesis. Most of the paper will focus 
on what conclusions can be drawn from the study and 
identifying future research questions.
Elicitation
Elicitation techniques are characterised by the 
presentation of an impoverished stimuli or task to which 
the participant is asked to respond (Rutherford, 2005). 
The aim of such techniques is to elicit responses that 
are not normally expressed in discourse. In some uses 
the techniques specifically target implicit knowledge. 
There is a very wide range of techniques including: word 
association, inkblots, drawing pictures and many more.
There is substantial literature on testing elicitation 
techniques as a diagnostic tool in clinical psychology. 
However, the use of elicitation techniques as research 
tools has been largely heuristic and based on their 
apparent utility. For example, Haire’s (1950) insights 
proved to be an effective way of selling instant coffee 
but there has been very limited systematic testing of the 
effectiveness of elicitation techniques as research tools 
(with the notable exception of Breivik and Supphellen 
(2003) in market resarch). 
While there is some support for the efficacy 
of elicitation techniques (Boddy, 2008; Breivik & 
Supphellen, 2003), different techniques elicit different 
product attribute sets (Breivik & Supphellen, 2003). 
Some elicitation techniques may provide some insight 
into the perceptual frames that influence behaviour in 
vivo (Jenkins et al., 2010) but we cannot assume that the 
data collected from elicitation techniques necessarily 
reflect behaviour or attitudes that might be expressed  
in vivo. 
Practitioners need a solid rationale for selecting 
elicitation techniques based on sound theory and testing 
of techniques.  Unfortunately, I could find no credible 
theoretical basis for the use of elicitation techniques in 
the literature. There are some theories but they are either 
very sketchy or they do not hold up to close scrutiny. 
For example, the development of ‘projective techniques’ 
in clinical psychology was largely premised on the now 
discredited projective hypothesis. Some researchers still 
refer to the projective hypothesis arguing that people 
project aspects of their personalities on to others as a 
defence mechanism (Boddy, 2008; Donoghue, 2000) but 
the evidence for the projective hypothesis is weak at best 
(Lilienfeld et al., 2000). 
Other researchers refer variously to elicitation 
techniques as:
 ■ ‘filling the gaps with hidden knowledge’ (Catterall 
& Ibbotson, 2000; Mannay, 2010) but without any 
explanation of how that knowledge exists or how it 
is elicited
 ■ ‘eliciting similar thinking patterns’ (Breivik & 
Supphellen, 2003; Jenkins et al., 2010).
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None of the authors have explored how ‘relevant’ 
knowledge is activated by elicitation techniques or how 
different techniques might produce different responses. To 
do so we need to explore cognitive processes to see how 
such processes might apply in a research interview using 
elicitation techniques.
Cognitive science
An early and influential model in cognitive science is 
known as cognitive information-processing. It gave rise 
to much of the language used today. The model was 
based on an analogy with computing. A key idea was that 
there is a distinction between ‘long-term memory’ and 
a ‘workspace’. The workspace included both a ‘central 
executive’ and a ‘short-term memory’ store (Hitch, 2005). 
The model allowed the discovery of certain 
characteristics perhaps most importantly that our 
capacity for explicit thinking is severely constrained. 
Wen (2015) suggests there are severe limits on what can 
be processed at any one time (around four ‘chunks’ of 
information). There also appear to be limits on how long 
information can be retained in ‘short-term memory.’ 
Explicit memory fades within five to six seconds unless 
it is refreshed from ‘long-term memory’ (Hitch, 2005; 
Wen, 2015). 
While the information-processing models have been 
useful there are problems with the approach. Perhaps the 
most significant is that the models emphasise explicit, 
serial, controlled processing. A consequence of such an 
emphasis is another assumption that brain processes 
require some form of centralised control7. 
The emphasis on explicit thinking and centralised 
control is not supported by the data. Observations 
from neuroscience show that most brain activity does 
not reach consciousness (Dehaene, Changeux, & 
Naccache, 2011). Most brain activity is implicit and we 
are not aware of it. Indeed, explicit thinking has to be 
specifically triggered. Explicit thinking does not occur 
without particular patterns of widespread activation 
across the brain (Andrade, 2005; Andrés, 2003; Baars, 
2005)8. The patterns start in the thalamus and spread 
through the cortex, including the lateral prefrontal and 
posterior parietal cortices. 
Such findings led neuroscientists to develop models 
such as global workspace theory (Baars, 2005) and the 
global neuronal workspace model (Dehaene et al., 2011). 
Such models argue that activation patterns for explicit 
thinking do not occur in isolation, they emerge from 
implicit cognition. In other words, implicit cognition 
provides a base from which explicit thinking may, 
occasionally, arise. 
Implicit thinking is also a key concept in psychology. 
It led to the development of a number of ‘two systems’ 
models, most notably Kahneman’s (2011) System 1 and 
System 2. Kahneman (2011) argued that much of our 
behaviour and judgements are automatic and routine. 
We do not stop to think about things: we ‘know’ that 
someone is angry just by looking at them; we just turn 
the wheel to steer round a corner without thinking how 
to do it or how far to turn the wheel. There are good 
evolutionary reasons for us not to stop and think. At its 
most extreme, someone who stops to think when faced 
with a rhinoceros on the charge is not likely to survive. 
Similarly, when asked to think we use implicit knowledge 
first and only engage explicit thinking when there is an 
issue with our implicit knowledge. It is important to 
note that we are, by definition, unaware of our implicit 
thinking and are unable to describe or explain it to 
ourselves or to others. 
Implications for evaluation and research interviews 
The implications for evaluation and research interviews 
generally are profound. It brings into question many of 
the assumptions underlying the literature on interviews. 
The assumptions brought into question include:
 ■ people have memories of events/facts etc. 
 ■ people ‘hold’ attitudes
 ■ memories and attitudes can be retrieved from memory 
more or less intact (memory is an archive from which 
data can be retrieved)
 ■ people use organised search and retrieval process to 
retrieve memories.
In the survey literature some writers have made those 
assumptions explicit and developed various cognitive 
question-answering models (Sudman et al., 1996; 
Tourangeau, 1987; Tourangeau & Yan, 2007). Many 
such cognitive question-answering models assume that 
answering questions is a rational problem-solving process 
with serial, step-by-step, cognitive activity. While there is 
variation across the models, there is general agreement in 
the literature that the following steps occur: 
 ■ interpret the question
 ■ search for and retrieve information (about previous 
judgements or information that would assist in 
making a judgement)
 ■ form judgements 
 ■ edit the answers
 ■ report the answer.
However, the cognitive question-answering models 
are very difficult to sustain when held up against the data 
from cognitive science and psychology. For example, it is 
difficult to see how the processes outlined in the cognitive 
question-answering models can be managed under the 
severe processing limitations of the workspace. Nor can 
the hypothesised processes be easily reconciled with the 
data that shows that explicit answers emerge from implicit 
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knowledge. Indeed, Sudman et al. (1996), contradict their 
own model when they argue that survey respondents 
take cognitive ‘shortcuts’, known as heuristics, and 
are ‘cognitive misers’ (Krosnick, 1999). Instead, we are 
generally satisfied with the first acceptable answers we can 
develop. Nor are the explicit processes that are integral 
to the cognitive question-answering models helpful in 
explaining how the elicitation of ‘hidden’ or ‘implicit’ 
knowledge might work. We need to understand more 
about how ‘knowledge’ is ‘recalled.’
Nature of memory
Before we can understand ‘recall’, we need to understand 
what is ‘recalled’, what is ‘memory.’ Cognitive scientists 
have characterised ‘memory’ in different ways. One 
important distinction is a distinction between procedural 
memory and declarative memory (Rutherford, 2005). 
Procedural memory is our knowledge of how to do 
things. It is largely implicit and not brought to conscious 
awareness. Declarative memory is knowledge about things 
and may be either implicit knowledge or ‘remembered’ 
explicitly.
Another distinction was between semantic memory 
and episodic memory (Brewer, 2003; Rutherford, 
2005). Semantic knowledge is characterised as abstract 
knowledge about a class of things, such as the concept 
‘cat.’ They are generalised understandings about 
phenomena. We just ‘know’ these things without 
necessarily recalling when or how we learnt them. 
Episodic knowledge is knowledge of a specific event or 
fact that has been remembered. 
However, episodic knowledge does not appear to exist 
independently of semantic knowledge. We recall semantic 
knowledge before episodic knowledge and semantic 
memory is stronger and more robust than episodic 
memory (Rutherford, 2005). Indeed, episodic knowledge 
appears to be reconstructed from semantic knowledge. In 
other words, knowledge is organised semantically9.
When thinking about ‘recall’ we also need to keep in 
mind that ‘memory’ is the result of an organic response 
in the brain. It is generally thought that ‘memory’ is the 
reactivation of a particular pattern of neuronal firing. 
Each neuronal pattern reactivated can be treated as a 
representation, or concept; and each concept can be 
used to respond, act or think about a phenomenon or 
situation. Such reactivations occur because each time a 
pathway is activated, it becomes easier to re-activate with 
the right stimulus (Andrade, 2005; Rutherford, 2005). 
Other factors such as recency of activation and strength 
of activation probably affect re-activation as well. 
Crucially, a re-activation is triggered by other brain 
activity. In other words, each reactivation of a pattern, 
each instance of recall, is stimulated from some elements 
of the current brain activation patterns. It is likely that 
a number of different patterns may stimulate the recall 
of a particular concept but each concept recalled is the 
result of a link from the current activation state of the 
brain. Functionally this means that each concept recalled 
is recalled because it is linked to the concepts currently 
active in cognition (Rutherford, 2005). Brockmeier (2010) 
goes further and suggests that the overall pattern of 
neuronal activation in the brain also affects the ‘recall’ 
process. He argues that such overall activation patterns 
are extremely unlikely to be identical every time a 
‘memory’ is ‘recalled’ and so the reactivation of particular 
pathway occurs in a different context each time. The 
‘memory’ pattern is almost certainly slightly different 
each time it is re-activated (Brockmeier, 2010). In other 
words, memory does not exist waiting to be accessed; 
it is re-constructed in the moment (Rathbone, Moulin, 
Conway, & Holmes, 2005; Brockmeier, 2010). A ‘memory’ 
is likely to be different, possibly in very subtle ways, each 
time we ‘recall’ it.  Our recall is strongly influenced by 
the current context. It is not surprising therefore that 
eyewitness testimony is extremely unreliable (Brewer, 
Weber, Wootton, & Lindsay, 2012; Geiselman, Fisher, 
MacKinnon, & Holland, 2003) and raises questions about 
the reliance of researchers and evaluators on explicit 
‘memory’, knowledge and attitudes.
Recall
How then is knowledge recalled and used in contexts 
such as a research interview? Again there appear to be 
two types of recall: ‘knowing’, also called ‘recognition’, 
which is implicit and just comes to us and ‘remembering’ 
or ‘identification’ in which we consciously search for 
‘memories’ (Rutherford, 2005). 
The first process is the most common. We recognise 
things without searching for the answer. At that moment, 
in that context, we simply ‘know’ X or Y, such as that 
2 x 2 = 4 implicitly without the need for conscious 
thought (Kahneman, 2011b). Recognition is closely 
related to perception. We only become aware of an object 
after we have identified it as a ‘cat’ or a ‘bus’ and assigned 
meaning to it; we have to ‘recognise’ an object before we 
can become aware of it (Pike & Edgar, 2005). We can, 
however, recognise an object as a ‘mystery’, as something 
that is unidentified. 
The systematic retrieval processes called ‘remembering’ 
are much less common. Such processes are consciously 
directed, goal-oriented (Andrade, 2005; Rathbone et al., 
2005) and the products are explicit memories (Andrade, 
2005). Importantly, intentional recall is necessarily 
restricted by the very limited capacity of the workspace. 
Furthermore, ‘remembering’/ identification starts from the 
items currently in awareness. It uses the existing semantic 
connections between the currently activated concepts to 
activate related concepts (Rutherford, 2005). 
In other words, we do not consciously recall things 
that are not semantically connected to the currently 
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activated concepts. Our ability to recall events, 
judgements, attitudes, etc. is constrained by the current 
context and the meanings we ascribe in that context. 
Recall is also constrained by the strength of semantic 
connections.  I am sure we have all experienced struggling 
to remember something even though we are thinking of 
related concepts. In such cases the neuronal connections 
are not strong enough to generate conscious recall.
An important part of the context that affects recall 
is our current conception of ‘self.’ Rathbone et al. (2005) 
argue that all ‘recall’ is premised on current goals and 
notions of self. They are premised on the ‘working self’. 
Their argument is consistent with another argument that 
there is implicit self-monitoring in language production 
(Garrod & Sanford, 2005). In other words, current 
self-concepts and current personal goals are an integral 
part of the way people construct explicit knowledge. 
Information that does not fit the current ‘working self’ 
simply never makes it to conscious attention. It is not 
‘remembered’. The effects of self-concepts occur below 
conscious awareness, they are implicit but they affect 
all of our explicit thinking and behaviour. There can 
of course be conscious attention to self-presentation as 
well (Garrod & Sanford, 2005) but the starting point for 
explicit thinking and behaviour is implicit ‘knowledge’ 
constructed out of the current self-concept. 
What do the findings of cognitive science mean for 
evaluation and research interviews? 
First, the answers we receive in interviews do not 
exist independently of the interview; they emerge from 
the context and are constructed in that context. Similarly 
responses in other contexts are constructed in those other 
contexts and may bear little relation to the responses we 
receive in interviews. 
Second, elicitation techniques attempt to use 
‘recognition’ to tap into what people ‘know’ in the current 
context, rather than consciously ‘remembering.’ I will 
come back to this point later in this paper. 
Third, in order to improve our use of interview 
techniques, we need to understand how knowledge is 
organised and how it is accessed through elicitation.
Schema concept 
It is worthwhile ‘remembering’ here that at any one 
time we can only consciously retain small packages 
of information. We also have very limited abilities to 
process the information. We need a way to manage 
our recollections that minimise the use of our scarce 
conscious resources. It was such factors that led cognitive 
scientists (e.g. Hitch, 2005) to use the concept of schema 
to describe such information packets. 
The original concept of schemata goes back to Plato. 
The modern usage of the schema concept developed 
independently from two main sources: Schutz’s (1970) 
work on the phenomenology of the social world and 
Bartlett’s work on reconstructing memory (Brewer, 2003; 
Brewer & Treyens, 1981). In a series of experiments 
Bartlett presented participants with information (stories, 
etc.) that was unfamiliar to their cultural backgrounds 
and expectations. Bartlett was able to establish that 
individuals’ existing schemata and stereotypes influence 
not only how they interpret ‘schema foreign’ new 
information but also how they recall the information over 
time. People are more likely to notice things that fit into 
their schema; they also ‘recall’ objects that they expect 
to see but that were not present (Brewer, 2003; Brewer & 
Treyens, 1981); and they ignore or just do not notice things 
that do not fit their schema (Chabris & Simons, 2010). 
There are many different understandings of schema 
but a schema is commonly thought of as a pre-packaged, 
coherent grouping of a small number of concepts. Most 
of the ‘knowledge’ in a schema is implicit and only 
brought to attention when required. It is this implicit 
‘knowledge’ that makes it possible for us to respond to 
situations without explicit thinking. For our purposes, we 
can treat a schema as a cognitive response to a presenting 
situation. The schema provides a framework for action 
and thought. It triggers implicit and explicit processes 
such as interpretations, emotions and behaviour.  
Schemata underlie our explicit thoughts, verbal behaviour 
and motor-sensory actions. Examples include automatic 
behaviour such as driving a car. 
A weakness in many schema models is that 
understandings of how a schema is activated are generally 
poorly developed and often rudimentary. Notable 
exceptions include the work of Norman and Shallice 
(1986) and Huesmann (1998). These two models both 
assume widespread, implicit activation of multiple 
schemata, only one of which emerges to inform action 
and explicit thinking. The two models also assume 
that emergence is largely self-organising through the 
interaction of implicit processes. 
The schema concept is not widely discussed in the 
research methods literature10. There is even less discussion 
linking the schema concept to elicitation techniques. I 
could only find two references that linked the schema 
concept to elicitation. Smith-Jackson and Hall (2002) 
used elicitation techniques to capture schemas about sign 
design. Jenkins et al. (2010) saw the schema concept, 
in passing, as a possible explanation of how elicitation 
techniques work. They did not, however, explore the 
details of how schemata might influence the data elicited, 
nor did they use the schema concept to consider how to 
improve elicitation techniques.
I suggest that the schema concept allows us to improve 
our understanding of behaviour, responses to direct 
questions in interviews and responses to elicitation tasks. 
It provides a vehicle for thinking about the differences 
between such behaviours and the impact of such 
differences on data collection.
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Fieldwork
I conducted a very small pilot study to test the concept 
validity of some of the ideas emerging from the literature 
review. Eight participants were each engaged in a single 
interview with two parts:
 ■ an initial interview using thematic apperception 
testing technique (Boddy, 2008) captured on video
 ■ a debrief interview in which the video was reviewed 
and verbal protocols (Sudman et al., 1996) were used 
to explore the cognitive processes used in the initial 
interview. 
Each participant was interviewed separately. In the 
first part of each interview I laid out in random order 
an array of 15 photographs presenting the head and 
shoulders, or torso and head of different individuals. Each 
participant was asked to identify two photographs, one 
who was the ‘best’ user or commissioner of an evaluation 
and the other, the ‘least likely to use the evaluation 
intelligently’ or the ‘worst’ client user11. Once the two 
photographs had been selected (the selection phase), each 
participant was asked to describe the person depicted in 
the photograph (the elaboration phase). 
One of the participants (‘Jack’12) did not do what I 
expected. He used a very explicit and logical process to 
select the photographs. It took him five minutes and 24 
seconds to make the selections. In making those selections, 
he identified the photographs as depicting particular 
characteristics. Jack demonstrated that he used schemata 
around what constituted a good evaluation; what caused 
people to be unable to act in ways that supported a good 
evaluation; and understandings about gesture and posture. 
All other participants made their selections within 
seconds, one candidate (‘Helen’) taking only five seconds 
to pick up each photograph. Such participants reported 
‘recognising’ the different types. The participants reported 
that the cognitive decisions were made ‘immediately’ and 
appeared to be largely implicit and driven by schemata. 
Some photographs were dismissed immediately and 
others were immediately identified. They appeared to 
have propositions, around the characteristics of ‘best’ and 
‘worst’ clients and interpretations of demeanour, clothing 
and posture.
In several cases, the participants reported having 
recognised more than one candidate so they then spent 
some time deciding which of two candidates they would 
pick up. Other participants also reported uncertainty 
about how to justify the choice, “I was trying to work out 
what to say about them” (‘Brian’); and concerns that they 
were ‘stereotyping’. Furthermore, the process of explicitly 
choosing between candidates did not entail computation 
or other rational decision-making processes. Instead, 
the explicit thinking had the characteristics of abductive 
reasoning (Reyes-Cabello, Aliseda-Llera, & Nepomuceno-
Fernández, 2006) using heuristics (see Kahneman, Slovic, 
& Tversky, 1982). 
In the elaboration phase, all of the participants were 
also able to develop relatively elaborate descriptions of 
the people depicted in their selected photographs and 
their purported behaviour. Jack provided a relatively 
simple description but then refused to elaborate further, 
saying he had no evidence for further descriptions. The 
other seven continued to develop the descriptions through 
the initial interview and even in the debrief interview. Six 
of those seven participants, like Jack, reported feeling 
uncomfortable about the ease with which they were able to 
develop such descriptions, several of them labelling their 
actions as ‘stereotyping’, but they nevertheless continued to 
develop the descriptions throughout the interview.
Discussion
For all the participants except Jack, the task of having 
to choose two photographs appears to have emphasised 
‘recognition’ processes using implicit knowledge in 
the identification of candidate photographs. Explicit 
thinking occurred after the fact of recognition and, in 
the selection phase, was largely limited to monitoring 
the validity of their decisions or using heuristics to 
choose between candidates. 
Some of the explicit thinking appeared to be based on 
self-presentation. The expressions of discomfort during 
the elaboration phase reveal that the participants were 
explicitly considering what they were doing during this 
stage of the initial interview. Their comments suggest 
that they were concerned that what they were doing did 
not fit with their perceptions of themselves as ‘rational, 
unbiased’ individuals. However, for most of them, such 
considerations did not stop them from developing and 
reporting their implicit interpretations of the stimuli. 
There was a gradual increase in expressed concerns 
about how they were presenting. Except for Jack, the 
initial identification of the candidate photographs 
appeared to have been made largely without reference to 
self-presentation. Between recognising candidates and 
picking up the photographs, some participants did report 
considerations that related to self-presentation. However, 
such considerations had a relatively minor impact on 
selection. During the elaboration phase, expressions of 
self increased and increased further during the debrief 
interview.
The nature of the elicitation task may have been 
significant. While the overall interview context is ‘about’ 
the participant, the starting point for participants 
is a request to ‘do’, to complete a task, selecting a 
photograph, for which they have only impoverished 
information in limited time. There also appears to be a 
connection between the extent of reflection possible in the 
task and the impact of self-regard on the presentations. 
It may be that notions of self are more likely to influence 
one’s judgements as one’s capacity for reflection and 
cognitive resources increase.
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There may also be some connection with 
Csikszentmihalyi’s (1975) work on the effects of 
absorbing tasks on cognition. It may be that when 
procedural schemata predominate, ‘doing’ becomes 
the principal focus of the individual and there are few 
resources available for reflection, or for self-concepts to 
influence the ‘doing’. 
Conclusion
The pilot study tends to support the notion that a number 
of related schemas are present and used implicitly in the 
selection phase, the elicitation task. The same schemas 
appear to inform the more explicit elaboration phase. The 
schema knowledge was also used in the elaboration phase 
and strongly influenced the concepts presented to the 
interviewer. Such knowledge was subject to self-monitoring, 
particularly in the elaboration phase but participants 
generally did not set aside the current schemas.  
The implications for practitioners are profound. 
The literature suggests that schemas are heavily 
context dependent. If  so, we have to ask the question 
how do we know whether the schemata dominant in 
an interview are useful representations or predictors 
of the behaviours, understandings and experiences of 
the participants in everyday life? There are problems 
regardless of the type of interview. 
First, the schemata in interviews cannot be perfect 
representations of those present in the subject of inquiry 
because the interview context is inherently very different 
from the everyday contexts; and much of the detail of 
everyday contexts is not present in an interview (Jenkins 
et al., 2010). 
Second, there is too much variability in the activation 
of schemata. Even identical questions in different surveys 
may generate different answers from the same individual 
(Sudman et al., 1996; Tourangeau, 1987). How then 
can we assume that the schema present in the interview 
context bears any relation to the everyday context?
Moreover, I will activate different schemata in 
everyday situations depending on context, mood and 
so on. For each individual, the schemata activated in any 
specific ‘situation of action’ will vary from occasion to 
occasion and situation to situation (Huesmann, 1998). 
In some situations an individual may be aggressive while 
in other similar situations that same individual is not. 
Behaviour and expressions of thoughts are highly variable.
Nevertheless, as Jung (see Myers, 1987) pointed out, 
people do exhibit preferred patterns of behaviour and 
experience13.  Each of us has patterns of behaviour or 
response that occur more often than alternatives. For 
example, while some people rarely activate aggressive 
schema, other people do so frequently. However, even 
when the situation appears to be very similar, aggressive 
individuals do not always activate aggressive schemas 
(Huesmann, 1998; Huesmann & Guerra, 1997). 
The variation in an individual’s responses raises 
a number of different challenges for practitioners. 
Practitioners may need to consider more carefully what 
sort of data will best address the research questions. 
Some research and evaluation questions can only be fully 
addressed by identifying the range of an individual’s 
responses in different contexts. Other research or 
evaluation questions may require us to understand 
the drivers of such variation in responses. In other 
circumstances we may need only to understand which 
responses are most likely, or maybe the probability of 
particular responses.  
We also face a challenge to design interviews that 
will enable us to collect such data. We need to design 
interviews that will trigger schemata similar to those 
activated in the everyday situation that we are interested 
in exploring. Such design issues apply even when we 
are interested in exploring the variation in responses; 
or declaratory knowledge, what people ‘say’ about 
phenomena. We therefore need to understand which 
designs and techniques are best able to trigger schemata 
similar to those active in the subject of inquiry. 
The literature and my preliminary study suggest some 
guidelines for the use of elicitation techniques:
 ■ task congruity with personal experiences of the 
participant so that the schemata are similar to those 
used in the situation of interest (Barter & Renold, 
1999; Breivik & Supphellen, 2003; Jenkins et al., 2010)
 ■ ensure clarity and comprehensibility of the task 
(Barter & Renold, 1999; Breivik & Supphellen, 2003)
 ■ provide plausibility of the task (Barter & Renold, 
1999; Ellsberg, Bradley, Egan, & Haddad, 2008; 
Jenkins et al., 2010) 
 ■ use impoverished stimuli that require the participants 
to add constructs (Barter & Renold, 1999; Rutherford, 
2005)
 ■ provide a structure for the stimulus that limits explicit 
processing, or alternatively tests to ensure that the 
responses are implicit.
Analysing elicitation data 
There are also implications for analysis of interview data 
regardless of the techniques used. 
First, the starting point for our analysis should be 
that the interview context is very different from the 
phenomenon being studied. The schemata used in an 
interview will be largely instituted by that context. 
They will also be intrinsically less detailed about the 
phenomena of interest than schemata activated in the 
phenomena of interest. In other words, practitioners 
cannot assume that the participant’s schemata in the 
evaluation or research interview match the schemata they 
use in the everyday ‘real world.’ At best the schemata may 
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be sufficiently similar to give us some insight into the 
perceptual frames active in the situation of interest.
Second, practitioners also need to take into 
consideration the variability of schema activation in 
everyday life. Even if the elicitation taps into a schema 
very similar to the most prevalent schema in the situation 
of interest, it will not accurately predict the perspectives 
used in every situation of interest. There is a strong 
case for practitioners to follow Hollway and Jefferson 
(2003) and attempt to collect a range of inconsistent 
understandings from each participant so as to form a 
more complete understanding of the range of behavioural 
and cognitive responses. Consequent on that notion 
is that we may want to understand more about which 
understandings are more frequent than the others and 
the circumstances that contribute to variations in the 
understandings a person applies to similar situations.
Third, the distinction between procedural and 
declarative knowledge (Briggs, 1986; Rutherford, 2005) 
may be significant. One implication of that distinction is 
that we are unlikely to obtain good data about procedural 
knowledge, or behaviours, from direct questions alone. It 
seems probable that the distinction between procedural 
and declarative knowledge affects research interviews 
but it is not at all clear how it plays out. It is a subject for 
further research but also flags the importance of gaining an 
understanding of the nature of the schemata activated in 
both the situation of interest and in the research interview. 
Fourth, our own practice as evaluation and research 
practitioners is necessarily affected by schema. We 
need to recognise that there are untested assumptions, 
implicit expertise (or tacit knowledge) and other 
schemata operating in design, data collection, analysis 
and communication. We can never be certain that we 
understand the ‘value’ or ‘worth’ or ‘merit’ of any 
intervention (Harris, 1968; Scriven, 1998). Our reports 
should acknowledge that uncertainty and emphasise the 
nature of our ‘knowledge.’
The schema concept provides a testable mechanism 
for how elicitation may function and the conditions 
under which elicitation might work. It allows us to 
think about means for improving the use of elicitation 
techniques. 
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Endnotes
1. With apologies to Ira Gershwin for the title.  
2. For convenience I will use the term ‘practitioners’ to 
refer to both evaluators and researchers.
3. For a range of reasons, detailed in my thesis, I prefer 
to use the term ‘elicitation’ rather than ‘projective’.
4. Since Haire’s study, advertising for instant coffee 
has largely presented a very positive picture of the 
purchaser. The change in strategy led to a significant 
shift in purchasing decisions and the advertising 
strategy is still used even today. 
5. There has, however, been significant, though contested 
research into their effectiveness as a diagnostic tool in 
clinical psychology. Lilienfeld, Wood, and Garb (2000) 
reviewed the research into clinical use and concluded 
that in principle the techniques were effective at 
eliciting implicit information but only some of the 
interpretive tools provided reliable diagnoses.  
6. Schema is the singular form and schemata, or 
schemas, are the plural forms.
7. In the early models it was assumed consciousness and 
awareness, i.e. explicit thinking, were centralised in 
the ‘workspace’ (Hitch, 2005). There even appeared to 
be a locus for the ‘workspace’ in the left ventrolateral 
pre-frontal cortex. When it became obvious (see 
Endnote 8 below) that consciousness was associated 
with widespread brain activation, proponents of the 
information-processing models sought a mechanism 
to control such variegated processing and manage 
access to long-term memory.
8. A recent study (Silverstein, Snodgrass, Shevrin, & 
Kushwaha, 2015) suggests that the neural characteristics 
of conscious processing are probably even more 
complex. Very similar widespread activation patterns 
have been associated with pre-liminal responses to 
stimuli; that is the activation occurs before the brain 
can become conscious of the stimulus. 
9.  In fact, various writers (e.g. Rathbone et al., 2005; 
Rutherford, 2005) have argued that while the distinction 
between semantic and episodic memory may be 
heuristically useful, it probably has no basis in fact. All 
knowledge is probably organised semantically. In so far 
as episodic memory is ‘stored’ in the brain, it does so as 
part of a generalised category of like things.
10. Exceptions in the survey literature include Bodenhausen 
and Wyer (1987); Hastie (1987); Sirken et al. (1999); 
Sudman et al. (1996); Tourangeau (1987). Even then the 
schema concept is not prominent in the discussion.
11. The concepts of ‘best’ or ‘worst’ user or commissioner 
of an evaluation is rather clumsy. For the rest of this 
paper I will refer to the two categories as ‘best client’ 
or ‘worst client’.
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12. Pseudonyms are used throughout to refer to fieldwork 
participants.
13. Jung (see Myers, 1987) described such behaviour 
patterns as ‘preferences’. His description has the 
advantage of suggesting alternative behaviours but 
possibly overplays intentionality and underplays the 
implicit quality of the activation process.
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Illustrating the evaluation of system 
feedback mechanisms using system 
evaluation theory (SET)
This article describes how system evaluation theory 
(SET) guided the evaluation of cardiac care response 
systems efficiency in seven rural United States. 
Specifically, the article focuses on the approach 
and methods used to evaluate system feedback 
mechanisms; one key factor affecting system efficiency. 
Mixed methods were applied to evaluate five criteria 
of system feedback efficiency: frequency, timeliness, 
credibility, specificity, and relevance. Examples from the 
cardiac care response system evaluation are used to 
illustrate each of the evaluation criteria. The discussion 
contrasts the role of the evaluator in system versus 
program evaluation, notes the post-hoc support of SET 
system attributes in affecting system efficiency, and 
offers additional consideration in evaluating system 
feedback mechanisms.
Systems thinking is gaining attention in the evaluation literature 
as an approach for addressing limitations associated with some of 
the artificialities of theory driven program evaluation (Williams & 
Hummelbrunner, 2010). For example, systems thinking is helpful in 
adding context to logic models that may unintentionally oversimplify the 
context of programmatic assumptions (Gamel-McCorckmick, 2011). 
System thinking is also an important element in the evaluation of 
modern day systems. Ericson (2011) defines a modern day system as:
An integrated composite of components that provide function and 
capability to satisfy a stated need or objective. A system is a holistic 
unit that is greater than the sum of its parts. It has structure, function, 
behavior, characteristics, and interconnectivity. Modern day systems are 
typically composed of people, products, and environments that together 
generate complexity and capability. (p. 402)
Under this definition a program may be a system component, but 
itself is not a system (McDavid, Huse & Hawthorn, 2013). 
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Coupling system thinking and system theory, Renger 
(2015) published the SET to guide the evaluation of 
complex modern day systems. SET consists of three 
guiding principles for bridging system theory and 
evaluation practice: (i) defining the system, (ii) evaluating 
system efficiency, and (iii) evaluating system effectiveness.  
Defining the system is necessary before being able to 
evaluate system efficiency and effectiveness. That is, it is 
necessary to know the details of the system components 
and how they are connected before being able to 
meaningfully evaluate whether it functions efficiently. 
In turn, system effectiveness is dependent on system 
efficiency; the greater the system efficiency the better the 
system effectiveness. 
More specifically, SET describes three factors 
affecting system efficiency including a) system attributes 
such as leadership, organizational culture, system actor 
competence and capabilities, and information technology, 
b) inter- and intra-subsystem communication procedures 
and protocols, and c) inherent feedback mechanisms. 
Feedback mechanisms monitor the environment for 
anomalies affecting system efficiency (Banathy, 1992; 
Burns, 2007). Presumably, detected inefficiencies leads 
the system to engage in corrective actions to achieve 
and maintain an optimal efficiency level (Banathy, 1992; 
Brandon, 1990; Flynn, Schroeder & Sakakibara, 1994). 
One purpose of SET is to determine whether inherent 
system feedback mechanisms exist and if so, whether 
they are operating efficiently. The following case example 
illustrates the various methods used to evaluate cardiac 
care system feedback mechanisms.
Case background
The cardiac care response systems in seven rural US states 
were evaluated1. A cardiac arrest is one of the most, if not 
the most, serious time-critical health events (Eisenberg, 
2013). The key factor in improving cardiac arrest survival 
rates is reducing the time to definitive care2. At the 
moment of cardiac arrest the person is clinically dead 
(Eisenberg, 2013). The likelihood of survival falls 7–10% 
for every minute of delay in CPR and defibrillation 
(Carlbom et al., 2014). Within 10 minutes clinical death 
will progress to irreversible biological death (Brouwer, 
Walker, Koster & Chapman, 2013; Eisenberg, 2013). 
There are multiple subsystems which share the 
common goal of expediting a patient to definitive care 
(see Figure 1, page 16). The response begins when 
the dispatch service, under the jurisdiction of law 
enforcement, receives an emergency call from a bystander. 
The goal of dispatch is to find the available emergency 
medical services (EMS) unit capable of the fastest 
response and to instruct the bystander how to conduct 
CPR until the arrival of EMS on scene. The goal of EMS 
is to stabilize and/or transport the patient to the nearest 
medical facility. The decision where to transport the 
patient lies with the attending physician at the hospital 
affiliated with the responding EMS unit. In rural states 
this is often a small hospital with limited resources. Thus, 
the goal of the attending physician is to decide the closest 
hospital for definitive care. This may be the small hospital 
or it may be a larger urban facility. Patients initially 
transported to a small hospital may require another EMS 
facilitated transport (air or ground) to a larger hospital 
with better resources, including heart imaging equipment 
and cardiac care specialists. 
The need to reduce time to definitive care is the 
efficiency goal shared by all cardiac care response 
subsystems. As will be shown below the efficiency 
goal plays a crucial role in evaluating system feedback 
mechanisms.
Evaluating system feedback mechanisms 
As per SET a two-step decision process guided the 
evaluation of the system feedback mechanisms 
(Renger, 2015). The first step was to ascertain whether 
inherent system feedback mechanisms were present. It 
is reasonable to posit in modern day systems needed 
feedback mechanisms may be missing. In such cases, the 
evaluation recommendation was to implement the needed 
feedback mechanisms.
If inherent feedback mechanisms were present, then 
the second step was to evaluate feedback quality. Feedback 
was evaluated against five quality criteria: timeliness, 
frequency sufficiency, credibility, relevance, and specificity 
(Chen, Hailey, Wang & Yu, 2014). It was assumed if these 
five criteria are met, then the system feedback mechanism 
is operating efficiently. The methods used to complete 
both steps are now detailed. 
Identifying inherent feedback mechanisms 
The first challenge in evaluating the cardiac care response 
system feedback mechanisms was ascertaining whether 
and where they were operating. According to SET, 
systems can consist of two different feedback mechanism 
types. The first type is intra-subsystem. The evaluation 
first determined whether there was evidence a subsystem 
is monitoring and attempting to improve its own 
response components independent of other subsystems. 
The second type is inter-subsystem of which there are 
two subtypes: adjacent and non-adjacent. For these 
subtypes the evaluation focused on establishing whether 
neighboring or non-neighboring subsystems shared 
information to improve their respective response efficiency. 
The evaluation employed mix methods to identify 
the presence of the different feedback mechanism types. 
First, the evaluation examined each subsystem database to 
determine whether they collected time related data (i.e. the 
efficiency goal). It was reasoned for cardiac care response 
subsystems to become more efficient (i.e. reduce time) they 
should be gathering data related to the efficiency goal.
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Many subsystems collected time data. For example, 
dispatchers gather six standard time stamp data as they 
track the ambulance to and from the station. Rural  EMS 
track chute time, or the time it takes for the technicians 
to assemble at the ambulance station. Heart hospitals 
track the time from when a patient crosses the threshold 
of the emergency room to the time they receive necessary 
intervention in the catheterization lab. 
Second, interviews with subsystem leaders and 
system actors3 revealed they are mandated to review all 
time critical events as part of their continuous quality 
improvement (CQI) procedures. That is, CQI was the 
system actors’ term for feedback mechanisms and served 
as a clue to detect other inherent feedback mechanisms. 
For example, the evaluation learned CQI routinely occurs 
for all cardiac arrest events between a medical director 
(i.e. hospital) and EMS personnel; an example of an 
adjacent, inter-subsystem feedback mechanism.
Third, using process flow mapping, a qualitative 
method for documenting standard operating procedures 
(Renger, McPherson, Kontz-Bartels & Becker, 2016), the 
evaluation identified inter-subsystems data sharing and 
communication points. This led to the discovery of health 
information exchanges,  a mechanism for sharing patient 
records between hospital systems, and between hospital 
systems and EMS used in three states.
Figure 1 shows where the different feedback 
mechanism types were found operating within the cardiac 
care response system. 
Evaluating feedback mechanism quality
Feedback specificity
Specific feedback is defined as information particular to 
the system. The more specific the information the more 
useful it is to the system actors in making necessary 
adjustments to optimize efficiency.
Using focus groups and available source 
documentation (Renger, 2011) it was discovered most 
cardiac care response subsystem CQI processes lack 
specificity. One key component to CQI is the availability 
of standard operating procedures,  which detail the 
specific steps necessary in responding to a cardiac arrest. 
It is the ‘how’ of the response. 
There are many important reasons for having 
written standard operating procedures. First, they guide 
training content and ensure training meets necessary 
standards (Nickols, 2000; World Health Organization, 
2002). Second, CQI focuses on improving processes and 
procedures. However, if  the processes and procedures 
are not documented, then what to change is often 
unclear (World Health Organization, 2002). Third, 
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without them, ensuring changes are uniformly applied 
and sustained is virtually impossible (Nickols, 2000). 
In short, the more detailed the standard operating 
procedures the more specific and useful the feedback for 
improving response efficiency.
Cardiac arrest response standard operating procedures 
were sporadic, with some elements being well described 
(e.g. exact timing of CPR cycle), while other aspects 
of the response were missing. In response to this need 
the evaluation engaged numerous system leaders and 
subsystem actors in process flow mapping (Graham, 2004) 
resulting in detailed standard operating procedures for 
each subsystem.
Sufficiently frequent feedback
The frequency of feedback is critical for system efficiency. 
Long delays in potential life-saving information pose 
ethical problems. Delays also make the information less 
useful; over time event-specific information is decayed, 
forgotten, or confused with other events. 
Delivering high performance CPR is critical to patient 
survival, but is fatiguing. In the rural context, this is made 
more challenging because of the long hospital transport 
times and the number of available EMS personnel 
(Grossman et al., 1997). Therefore, EMS personnel are 
taught to rotate CPR duties (Braithwaite et al., 2014). 
It is essential that compressions delivered by respective 
EMS personnel are of the highest quality and the pauses 
between compressions minimized (Braithwaite et al., 
2014). To ensure EMS personnel meet the criteria for high 
performance CPR, compression quality and pause length 
statistics are automatically collected by the patient’s heart 
monitor and are reviewable immediately after completing 
patient transfer. This is an excellent example of how 
information technology (i.e. one of the SET system 
attributes) plays a critical role in meeting the criteria of 
providing sufficiently frequent feedback (Renger, 2015).
However, many of the evaluated system feedback 
mechanisms had open loops (Clow, 2012). That is, 
critical information being collected was either not being 
provided to system actors or was being provided with 
insufficient frequency for CQI purposes. Interviews 
with state leadership found five of the seven states did 
not make the data collected by EMS after completing a 
call available to the ambulance services, thus leaving the 
feedback loop open. 
Further, using focus groups the evaluation found 
states often operated on set reporting periods (e.g. 
monthly, quarterly). These long, predetermined 
frequency intervals posed significant problems in 
feedback usability; if  several events occurred in these 
intervals then the likelihood of confusing events 
increased and recalling events completely decreased. 
At the time of writing, several corrective actions were 
being implemented to improve the frequency of feedback. 
In one early adopting state, where the state EMS 
department began providing monthly reports (i.e. began 
closing the information loop more frequently) submission 
of complete patient care reports by EMS services doubled, 
demonstrating the motivational aspects of functional 
feedback mechanisms.
Feedback relevance
The feedback provided must be related to optimizing 
system efficiency. Irrelevant feedback creates system noise 
(Ash, Berg & Coiera, 2004; Slifkin & Newell, 1998). Noise 
will cause delays in processing feedback as system actors 
must filter information to determine what is critical for 
optimizing efficiency. Noise also increases the likelihood 
of drawing on incorrect information and thereby making 
decisions that do not optimize system efficiency.
During interviews, system leaders and actors 
expressed great concern with the quantity and nature of 
data being collected for improving cardiac care response. 
It is compulsory and common for many subsystem actors 
to collect and enter between 20–30 data elements to 
complete patient care reports. Many of these elements 
are unrelated to the efficiency metric (i.e. time) and are 
unrelated to subsystem level CQI. Through interviews 
with local and national cardiac arrest leadership the 
evaluation learned the problem can be traced to the 
competing national research agenda and local CQI 
agenda (Renger, Qin, Rice, Folytsova & Renger, 2016a). 
The impact of these competing agendas is devastating and 
documented in detail elsewhere (Renger, 2016b).
Feedback timeliness
Feedback about patient information must be passed 
accurately and quickly within and between subsystems. 
Delays in the passing of this information significantly 
impacts patient survival rates.
Using US Department of Homeland Security mock 
operational exercises, the evaluation discovered several 
bottlenecks leading to cascading failures. Problems 
arose with cell phone and radio coverage, internet 
connectivity, and hospital software platform intersystem 
interoperability. These issues delayed the timely delivery 
of patient data from subsystem to subsystem.
In response to these challenges one state is testing 
almost real time data flow4 using cloud-based technology. 
Information from the dispatch center is used to search for 
patient information in the hospital record system. The 
medical record is then sent to the responding ambulance 
unit. Information gathered by EMS personnel at the 
scene is then sent to the receiving hospital. Finally, any 
documentation gathered at the hospital is shared back 
with the responding ambulance crew, an example of 
closing the feedback loop between subsystems.
Credible feedback
Credible feedback is information trusted by system 
leaders and actors for decision-making. Direct evaluator 
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Although the focus of this inquiry was on sharing 
lessons learned in evaluating feedback mechanisms it is 
clear the other aspects of SET system efficiency, system 
attributes and processes and procedures, are intertwined. 
With respect to system attributes, the evaluation found 
leadership, information technology, culture, and training 
significantly impact system feedback efficiency. For 
example, the failure to close feedback loops was directly 
attributed to leaderships’ failure to understand the 
importance of providing feedback to system actors. When 
leadership chose to prioritize the timely and frequent 
provision of feedback it led to significant improvements 
in system actor data entry compliance. Information 
technology challenges significantly impacted feedback 
timeliness. Resolving software interoperability led to 
significant improvements in improving the timely and 
accurate transfer of patient information from one 
subsystem to another. Finally, providing system actor 
training in data entry and information technology was 
essential to improving feedback credibility. In summary, 
the evaluation supported SET’s recognition of system 
attributes impacting system feedback efficiency.
Documented processes and procedures, that is 
standard operating procedures, directly impact feedback 
specificity. Detailed steps provide the foundation 
necessary to understand how to use system feedback to 
make corrective actions. The importance of detailing 
system processes parallels the importance and role 
of implementation protocols in program evaluation 
(Chen, 2005; Saunders, Evans & Joshi, 2005). An 
understanding of what is supposed to happen is key to 
being able to evaluate whether it happened and provide 
recommendations for making program improvements. 
There were also two notable lessons learned as it 
relates to improving how to evaluate system feedback 
mechanisms. First, in addition to quality, the quantity 
of feedback should be evaluated. Too much feedback 
will result in noise; too little feedback doesn’t provide 
the information needed for making changes to optimize 
system efficiency. The evaluation must assess whether 
there is a proper fit between the information being 
provided by the feedback mechanisms and the ability for 
it to be accurately processed. 
Second, is the challenge of how to proceed when 
multiple system feedback mechanisms are simultaneously 
inefficient. In this case, the systems theory principle 
of cascading failure may prove useful in guiding the 
evaluator’s recommendation. It is reasonable to posit earlier 
feedback mechanism inefficiencies may manifest themselves 
in later system feedback mechanisms as well, passing the 
problems down the line. If one accepts the system premise 
of cascading failures, then resources should be directed at 
first solving upstream system inefficiencies.
In conclusion, there is still much confusion in the 
literature as to what constitutes systems evaluation. 
SET guides the evaluation of modern day systems, not 
observation revealed poor attendance at state CQI 
initiatives. Following interviews with system actors the 
evaluation found many chose to not to participate because 
they did not deem the feedback credible. When asked why 
the feedback credibility was being questioned, some system 
actors admitted to fabricating data in response to state 
pressure to provide complete patient care records. Thus, 
system actors knew the data wasn’t credible because they 
themselves were responsible for the system misinformation.
Another factor affecting feedback credibility were the 
data elements themselves. System actor interviews revealed 
many believed the data was driven by a federal research 
agenda and did not see the relevance of the collected data 
for their local CQI purposes (Renger et al., 2016b). This 
affected motivation to participate in data entry and helps 
explain why less than one third of cases entered contained 
complete information.
To address the credibility issue, one state was 
engaging in a pilot program where system actors provide 
direct input regarding meaningful CQI data elements. 
In addition, several other states were updating their 
data entry software to introduce higher levels of system 
actor configurability; allowing the tailoring of some data 
elements while maintaining a core statewide data set. The 
goal of adding configurability is to make the data more 
meaningful at a local level, thereby hoping to increase the 
motivation to enter credible information. 
Discussion
This article focused on the SET principle of evaluating 
modern day system efficiency. Specially, it presented 
methods for evaluating one key component to optimizing 
system efficiency, feedback mechanisms. 
At the system evaluation conference in Eschborn, 
Germany many evaluators wondered whether system 
thinking required any new methods or whether the 
available tools simply needed to be applied differently. 
This application of SET found many of the program 
evaluation tools useful in evaluating system feedback 
mechanisms, they just needed to be applied differently. 
For example, qualitative methods such as process flow 
mapping were essential in developing the standard 
operating procedures, while root cause analysis interviews 
were important in understanding barriers to system 
inefficiencies. Both methods are powerful program 
evaluation tools. Similarly, quantitative analyses often 
used in program evaluation were used to identify data 
credibility problems in feedback loops. 
In addition, program evaluation theories and 
standards proved robust and useful in evaluating system 
feedback mechanisms. For example, utility theory lies at 
the heart of assessing any system feedback mechanism; 
if information isn’t deemed useful due to a lack of 
credibility, timeliness, infrequency, relevance or specificity 
it will not be used for making system efficiency decisions. 
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programs. The value of SET lies in providing evaluators a 
different, practical lens to guide evaluating a system and 
producing useful recommendations. The effect of this 
lens is pronounced and well-illustrated when evaluating 
system feedback mechanisms. From a program evaluation 
perspective, the role of providing feedback is often 
assumed by the evaluator. The evaluator gathers process 
and outcome data and via a report closes the program 
feedback loop. Hopefully, program staff then use the 
data to make changes, which are again monitored by the 
evaluator. An evaluator with an eye to sustainability may 
attempt to empower or build program staff capacity to 
assume this role. This evaluation process is very different 
under SET where the purpose is to evaluate the presence 
and functionality of system feedback mechanisms. 
SET is a promising evaluation theory to systematically 
address system complexity. The focus of this article 
was on the application of SET to evaluate one specific 
component of system efficiency. It will be interesting 
to learn its utility in evaluating other aspects of system 
efficiency and system effectiveness.
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Endnotes
1. The evaluation was funded by The Leona M. and 
Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust. 
2.   Defined as getting the patient to a tertiary care facility 
with a catheterization lab.
3.   System actors encompasses all system and subsystem 
leaders and staff.
4. The speed of data transfer depends on internet 
connectivity, which is sporadic in rural areas.
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BUZZING is a pilot project which introduces a new 
way of working with disengaged and long-term 
unemployed young people (aged 15 to 24 years) 
to support their transition into employment using 
gamification and online platforms to drive engagement. 
The project is funded by the Australian Government’s 
Department of Employment under their Empowering 
YOUth Initiatives, and delivered by not-for-profit 
organisation United Synergies. This article gives focus to 
the design considerations that underpin the work of an 
internal evaluator working on the BUZZING project, and 
enrolled in an evaluation unit within a postgraduate 
course. The step-by-step process used to create an 
evaluation plan inclusive of purpose, context, scope, 
method and methodology are illustrated, supported 
by evidence-based justifications. Furthermore, counter-
bias design considerations such as a mix of different 
methodology inquiry, data sources and researchers 
(triangulation) are discussed and recommendations 
given for an ethical evaluation framework. The practice 
of using evidence-based rigour in evaluation is 
promoted for organisations which seek to demonstrate 
positive social change within complex environments. 
The capacity building and professional development 
of internal evaluators in the not-for-profit sector is 
therefore recommended to drive accountability, ethical 
practices and continual improvement for public good 
from within the organisation. Finally, White’s (2009) 
theory-based impact evaluation is adopted as the 
evaluation method as it maps out the causal chain from 
inputs to outcomes and impact, testing the underlying 
assumptions to understand why a program has, or has 
not, had an impact.
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Background
BUZZING is an innovative 18-month pilot project 
funded by the Australian Government’s Department 
of Employment, Empowering YOUth Initiatives 
(Australian Government, 2016b). The project introduces 
a new way of working with disengaged and long-
term unemployed young people (aged 15 to 24 years) 
to support their transition into employment using 
gamification and online platforms to drive engagement. 
The Sunshine Coast (Queensland) based not-for-profit 
organisation United Synergies responsible for the 
delivery of BUZZING, seeks a robust evaluation from 
a low resource investment—a common conundrum 
encountered in the not-for-profit sector.  The 
opportunity to engage one of their own employees as 
an internal evaluator of the project while on a student 
placement from postgraduate studies in evaluation at the 
Queensland University of Technology, is fortuitous yet 
mutually beneficial. 
This article shifts the traditional focus on 
evaluation implementation and outcomes, to the design 
considerations that underpin the work of an internal 
evaluator enrolled in an evaluation unit within a 
postgraduate course. The intent in sharing the process 
used to arrive at the most appropriate design and 
methodology for the BUZZING context is twofold. 
Firstly, it illuminates design variances in the evaluation 
discipline—shown as perfectly acceptable if following 
a process of evidence-based rigour. Secondly, it aims 
to support the professional development of emergent 
evaluators and illustrate the value of internal evaluators in 
the low-resourced not-for-profit sector. 
With these contextual factors in mind, the following 
details the step-by-step considerations applied to the 
design of the BUZZING evaluation plan inclusive of 
purpose, context, scope, method and instruments— 
prepared in readiness for human research ethics approval. 
Evaluation purpose 
The purpose of this evaluation is to measure progress 
against the objectives of the BUZZING pilot project, 
funded by the Department of Employment’s YOUth 
Empowerment Initiative from June 2016 to February 2018 
(Australian Government, 2016a), and implemented by 
United Synergies.
The evaluation will identify lessons learned to inform 
continuous improvement of the project and the post-pilot 
phase design. Specifically, it will:
 ■ engage project participants and beneficiaries to 
assess the successes and weaknesses, as well as the 
appropriateness of interventions, of the project to 
their situation
 ■ make recommendations on the approach, as well as 
measurement of impact i.e. project indicators
 ■ identify learnings and make recommendations on the 
use of particular intervention(s).
The internal evaluator is a Queensland University 
of Technology student in evaluation, and while involved 
in the early design of BUZZING as a United Synergies 
employee, is not part of the project delivery team. The 
Science of Knowing, a specialist evaluation consultancy, is 
contracted by United Synergies to collect data relating to 
a particular element of BUZZING—personal wellbeing—
which will be incorporated into this evaluation. The 
internal evaluator will be seeking guidance from an 
advisory panel consisting of project staff and a senior 
manager from United Synergies, contractors (technologist 
for the mobile application and external evaluator, from 
The Science of Knowing) and project partners.  
The Department of Employment will work 
collaboratively with United Synergies to capture relevant 
qualitative and quantitative data to feed into the evaluation 
of the entire Empowering YOUth Initiatives to determine 
the extent to which they achieved the objective of helping 
young people at risk of long-term unemployment overcome 
the barriers that prevent them from finding and keeping 
a job (Australian Government, 2016c). Thus, working 
collectively with the Department does offer opportunities 
for influence beyond this single study, perhaps to other 
funded programs. Therefore, this creates opportunity for 
cumulative force, as single studies are rarely definitive but 
often fit within a body of evidence (Rog, 2012).
Context    
In Australia, young people have a far higher rate of 
unemployment and under-employment than other 
Australians, with the current  unemployment rate of 
young people (aged 15 to 24 years) sitting at 12.2%, 
compared with 5.8% for the general Australian 
population (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016, as cited 
in Brotherhood of St Laurence, 2016, p. 2). Young people 
represent less than one-fifth of the total labour force, yet 
comprise more than one-third of all unemployed people 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2015). This disparity 
is driving the Department of Employment’s Youth 
Employment Strategy (Australian Government, 2015).  
Many of the issues preventing youth employment 
are persistent, such as, less work experience and fewer 
networks for professional contacts and personal support. 
While entrenched disadvantage and personal barriers 
put some young people at higher risk of long-term 
unemployment such as those who are Indigenous or from 
a culturally or linguistically diverse background, jobless 
family, young parent, literacy or numeracy issues, unstable 
family life, homelessness, early school leaving, mental 
health issues, substance misuse or a history of offending 
(The Smith Family, 2014).
Youth unemployment and disengagement is not 
only an issue for individuals and families, but results 
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in reduced productivity and tax revenue, and other 
potential flow-on social problems, such as increased 
health costs and welfare payments (The Smith Family, 
2014). Prolonged unemployment in young job seekers 
places them at risk of developing depression and can 
negatively affect their long-term job seeking success 
(Wilkinson & Marmot, 2003; Marks, 2005 as cited in 
Orr, King, Hawke & Dagleish, 2013). 
Research has shown that there are a number of factors 
that underpin the success of youth employment programs 
(Borrell et al., 2011; The Smith Family, 2014), including:
 ■ experiential learning
 ■ holistic approaches 
 ■ strengths based models
 ■ early intervention
 ■ skill development valued by labour market and 
participant
 ■ supportive relationships
 ■ strategic networks including schools as a key player in 
work transitions.
The evidence indicates a need to incorporate 
technology to be relevant, as well as improving access to 
support (Campbell & Robards, 2013).
It is also known that solving complex problems 
which lead to long-term unemployment require more 
than a single activity or isolated service (Cairncross, 
Brennan & Tucker, 2014; Flude, 2000). Therefore, a 
range of innovative and collaborative solutions to the 
youth employment problem are being procured and 
trialled in the marketplace (Australian Government, 2016; 
Queensland Government, 2016). 
Objectives of BuZZIng
The BUZZING program has three main objectives:
 ■ prevent long-term unemployment in young people
 ■ address young people’s barriers to getting a job 
 ■ sustain employment for young people.
In order to achieve these objectives, the intervention 
activities for participants include:
 ■ customised gamification mobile application to engage 
young people to participate in learning tasks, journal 
their experience (incorporating colour sensory 
language) and virtualise the training experience
 ■ Facebook (closed group) learning community of 
support 
 ■ accredited training in hospitality units 
 ■ health and wellbeing activities 
 ■ industry site visits with hands-on learning 
 ■ work experience supported by an enterprise trainer 
and/or industry coach.
The project also includes the objective of building 
cross-sector relationships. As such, the project 
incorporates co-design with service beneficiaries, as 
well as feedback opportunities with stakeholders (as 
listed below). Stakeholders and beneficiaries will be 
engaged through focus groups to select a context-
sensitive evaluation methodology that is feasible, focused, 
transparent and credible (Rog, 2012). 
Target group and stakeholders  
The initiative will target young people aged from 15 to 24 
years residing in the Sunshine Coast region who are long-
term unemployed or at risk of long-term unemployment.  
Other key stakeholders in BUZZING include:  
 ■ Industry employers—seeking quality young employees 
and looking to build cross-sector relationships to 
support young job seekers.
 ■ Service delivery partners—Registered Training 
Organisations, health and wellness contractors.
 ■ Referral agencies—Job Active, schools, other 
community agencies, with common goals to engage 
young people into employment, education or training.
 ■ Department of Employment—funding body seeking 
a good return on investment and evidence base to 
inform policy and future funding decisions.
Scope  
The evaluation will address issues relating to the project’s 
processes, such as critical success factors, challenges 
and areas for improvement, and focus on measuring 
the desired outcomes of the project. Due to time and 
budgetary constraints, the long-term impact of the project 
and economic benefit is considered out of scope for this 
evaluation. However, the evaluation will examine if the 
project is on track for reducing long-term unemployment, 
sustaining young people’s employment, and will derive a 
base cost per participant for program deployment.   
Performance indicators
BUZZING introduces a new way of working with 
young people to transition them into employment 
and so patterns of intervention and outcomes will 
be compared and contrasted with another youth 
employment service delivered by United Synergies using 
more traditional methods (control group). There will 
also be the opportunity to collect baseline, mid-point 
and post implementation data, as well as secondary data 
on employment and economic trends. The performance 
indicators for BUZZING are shown as outputs, short-
term outcomes and medium-term outcomes in Table 1.
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Assessment of suitable evaluation methods
The author found the evaluation literature is characterised 
by diversity in perspectives and approaches, with mixed 
use of terminology (Patton, 2002; Blamey & Mackenzie, 
2007), a discussion of which is beyond the scope of this 
paper. Therefore to clarify terminology for this article, 
the term ‘method’ used within this paper refers to the 
evaluation application operating in an overall approach 
(model). Following, the merits of different evaluation 
methods are assessed in relation to the context of the pilot 
youth employment project BUZZING, then compared 
and contrasted. 
Illuminative evaluation was originally developed for the 
educational setting with the aim to study a program’s 
innovation—process, multi-perspectives and interpersonal 
relations, context and environment surrounding the 
intervention—in short, to illuminate a complex array of 
questions (Parlett & Hamilton, 1972 and 1976; Scriven, 
1991). The application of Illuminative evaluation to 
BUZZING, as an innovative community learning project 
engaging multi-stakeholders across sectors, makes it 
highly appropriate. However, it is also highly resource 
dependent and beyond the internal expertise and budget 
(to outsource expertise) of United Synergies for the 
BUZZING project. 
Implementation evaluation on the other hand, aims 
to provide information that a program is operating 
according to design so it can reasonably be expected to 
produce the desired outcomes (Patton, 2002). Certainly it 
seems logical to check implementation before bothering to 
measure outcomes. However, implementation evaluation 
appears more suited to the post-pilot stage of BUZZING 
whereby it may be rolled out across multiple sites. This is 
because at the expansion multi-site stage the integrity of 
the design (allowing for a process of mutual adaptation to 
local conditions) becomes important, as well as capturing 
the essence of each program’s implementation (Patton, 
2002).  However, implementation evaluation is not a best 
fit for the BUZZING project as it would draw critical and 
limited resources away from the project delivery.
Process evaluation is another comparative method 
with its limitations. Patton (2002) states ‘process 
evaluations aim at elucidating and understanding the 
internal dynamics of how a program, organization, or 
relationship operates’ (p. 159). Here the focus becomes 
looking at how something happens rather than examining 
outputs and outcomes (Patton, 2002). A process-only 
evaluation is not the preferred method for BUZZING or 
indeed most programs, since the outputs and outcomes 
are the reason for the project (Scriven, 1991). However, a 
process component of the full evaluation for BUZZING 
is reasonable, especially given that stakeholder and 
beneficiary involvement in co-design is a goal and the 
pilot aims to prove successful for possible replication at 
other sites. There is value in process evaluation being 
able to isolate the critical elements of success and failure 
to inform replication of model interventions, while the 
specific co-design process measured by the stakeholders’ 
engagement experience and relational perceptions, 
becomes an outcome (Scriven, 1991). 
The ultimate outcome as far as the project’s funding 
body is concerned, is young people placed into jobs 
and sustaining employment. Consequently this must 
be a primary focus for United Synergies. Reducing 
unemployment is the driver in the employment services 
sphere of community work influenced by the need to 
demonstrate accountability for public funding and achieve 
results for political favour. Outcome (impact) evaluation, 
defined by Mohr (1995) as the relationship between the 
effort and activities of a program and any outcomes 
of the said program has become the central focus of 
accountability-driven evaluation (as cited in Patton, 2002). 
Patton (2002) however cautions about focusing exclusively 
on numerical quantities and statistics in outcome 
outputs Short-term outcomes medium-term outcomes
Relationships with other participants, trainers 
and coaches
Completion of work experience—type, 
duration, achievements
Completion of training—accredited and 
non-accredited 
Level of achievement in training
Commitment to regular schedules 
Stakeholder participation in co-design of 
project, referral and feedback mechanisms
Attitudes to employment: persistence, 
positivity, motivation
Level of employability
Job seeking behaviours
Level of personal health and wellbeing
Satisfaction with project (participant and 
stakeholder)
Rates of engagement in employment, 
education and training
Quality of relationships between United 
Synergies and stakeholders
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evaluation. Further, Scriven (1991) states that in general 
evaluations should look at both outcomes and process, 
even comparisons, if possible. These ideas have led to the 
selection of an outcome evaluation within a theory of  
change approach, labelled theory-based impact evaluation 
by White (2009, p. 271). This approach and method is 
explored below. 
A theory of  change specifies and explains assumed, 
hypothesised or tested causal linkages and as a model 
is explanatory and predictive (Patton, 2002). Following 
this theory, White (2009) explains theory-based impact 
evaluation as mapping out the causal chain from inputs to 
outcomes and impact, testing the underlying assumptions 
to understand why a program has, or has not, had an 
impact. White (2009) contrasts theory-based impact (or 
outcome) evaluation with a ‘black box’ approach,  where 
the latter simply reports on impact using statistics on 
the average treatment effect, but makes no attempt to 
answer the why question. To answer the question ‘why’ 
BUZZING is, or is not, making an impact, the plan is 
to integrate qualitative inquiry to tell the story behind 
the numbers (Kibel, 1999; Patton, 2002). Therefore, the 
method most appropriate for BUZZING is a theory of  
change and a theoretical model is proposed. This model 
is then used to guide other important research decisions 
such as design, data collection and analysis to meet the 
project’s purpose and audience (Patton, 2002) and to 
develop an ethical framework for the evaluation. The 
hypothesised theory of change model for BUZZING is 
outlined in Figure 1 (page 26).
The project logic model (see Figure 1), defines 
the problem then sets out the project hypothesis by 
firstly specifying the project’s assumptions and risks 
followed by the causal chain using ‘If… Then… And… 
Thereby’ statements.  The hypothesis is that if young 
people participate in the activities, or interventions, 
of BUZZING then the short-term outcomes of the 
project will be achieved (empowerment, self-satisfaction, 
increased motivation and work ethic, improved health 
and wellbeing, positive attitude towards employment, 
improved employability) and will logically lead to 
greater engagement in community life and employment. 
Thereby, in line with the evidence about the impact of 
unemployment, the project aims to reduce the risk of 
young people experiencing welfare dependency, social 
exclusion, homelessness, criminality, mental health, 
drug or substance misuse, suicide, poor physical health 
and poverty. The project also aims to improve societal 
factors over time (reduce health, welfare and justice costs, 
increase economic productivity, increase tax revenue, 
improve social cohesion and reduce crime). 
Guided by this theory of change, a specific set 
of measures to track changes can be developed. The 
BUZZING project design, as an extension of the project’s 
theory of change, is detailed in Figure 2 (page 27).
Method
Figure 2 guides the evaluator to establish the plausibility, 
do-ability and testability of the causal links between 
project activities and the anticipated outcome. 
Importantly, counter-bias design considerations and the 
evaluator role are given focus in developing the evaluation 
framework. 
The planned methodological paradigm for the 
BUZZING evaluation is mixed methods, meaning the 
use of different methodology inquiry and data sources, 
termed triangulation (Patton, 2002). The plan for 
BUZZING is to intermix qualitative and quantitative 
methodology as outlined below.
The qualitative methodology will include:
 ■ Stories of participant success including major change 
captured by project staff bi-monthly. For programs 
focused on transformation (such as BUZZING), client 
stories are considered the best source of information 
(Kibel, 1999). Publication of stories will only be with 
client consent and the option given to the participant 
to be de-identified. 
 ■ Messages, posts and exchanges made with digital 
technologies (for example, gamification mobile 
application) and social media (for example closed 
Facebook group). This data-set of digitally-inspired 
community interactions in ‘real time’ offers many 
points of reflection that are missed in post-activity 
evaluation tools (Hickey, Reynolds & McDonald, 
2015). 
 ■ Structured interviews with the project team and key 
stakeholders such as employer partners. This set 
format is favoured by ethics boards to protect human 
subjects (Patton, 2002) and offers greater opportunity 
for comparison.
 ■ Observation of youth focus group engaged in the 
design and testing of the project’s customised 
gamification mobile application.
The quantitative methodology will include:
 ■ Questionnaire:  Personal Wellbeing Index Scale to 
measure subjective quality of life (or life satisfaction) 
as a general measure of wellbeing (Cummins & Lau, 
2005).
 ■ Project database tracking client commencement, 
demographics, attendance and outcomes, for example, 
employment, education, training and attrition. 
Cross-referenced with secondary data on regional 
employment statistics. 
 ■ Participant satisfaction questionnaire at exit stage 
(short, 10 questions).
 ■ Employer questionnaire (short, 10 questions). 
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The triangulation of methodological inquiry and data 
allows cross-data validity checks, tests for consistency and 
inconsistencies (enabling deeper insights), and reduces 
the likelihood of errors (Patton, 2002). Triangulation 
can also be about ‘mixing researchers from different 
disciplines and being as transparent as possible about 
how bias, professional remits and individual world views 
enter the picture’ (Harrison, 2015, p. 157). In the case of 
BUZZING, there are a mix of researchers, including: 
 ■ The author as internal evaluator (employed by United 
Synergies but works outside of the project delivery 
team) leads the evaluation design stage with guidance 
from an advisory panel of project staff, senior 
manager, contractors and partners.
 ■ The Science of Knowing contracted by United 
Synergies as a specialist external evaluation 
consultancy to administer and analyse the Personal 
Wellbeing Index survey across the organisation’s full 
range of programs. Budget permitting, the plan is to 
engage The Science of Knowing in other areas of the 
BUZZING evaluation where specialist skills in data 
analysis and reporting are needed. 
 ■ Practitioner-researchers working on the project will 
capture client stories and maintain the database of 
client information (cross-checked by the funding body 
evaluators for accuracy).
Such an eclectic mix of methodology, measurement, 
design and analysis alternatives supports the method and 
reduces bias from a single evaluator making decisions, 
evaluators working closely with implementers and 
objectivity being questioned, or a single method being 
relied upon (Patton, 2002). Working with an advisory 
panel mitigates possible internal evaluator conflict of 
interest, while practitioner-researchers are only collecting 
what is largely a requirement of the funding contract 
and will be verified by the Department of Employment’s 
evaluation team (particularly outcomes of employment). 
The independence of The Science of Knowing is 
maintained by limiting their early involvement, while 
providing them with internal research support will yield 
cost efficiencies for United Synergies and maximise 
evaluation rigor overall. 
Further, the established and documented policies 
and procedures of United Synergies in relation to 
informed consent and client confidentiality are part of 
the ethical framework for evaluators, along with systems 
for de-identifying and maintaining confidentiality for 
collected questionnaire data. Only data to be used in the 
evaluation will be collected and the intended purpose and 
audience, along with confidentiality using de-identifier 
protocols, will be communicated clearly to participants 
when seeking their consent to participate. For example, 
questionnaires will be given an identification number (no 
name or other identifying information on the form) to 
ensure responses are anonymous and confidential. While 
any comments (written, verbal, observed) provided by 
participants and stakeholders will be redacted solely to 
protect client and stakeholder confidentiality. Importantly, 
the engagement of a youth focus group (representative 
of the project target group—marginalised young people) 
in the gamification mobile application design and 
testing, helps build in responsiveness to possible social 
justice issues, in particular ensuring how the evaluation 
is conducted and the data reported does not further 
disenfranchise those who are the focus of the evaluation 
(Rog, 2012). 
Ethical considerations
This evaluation will be conducted under the ethical 
guidelines of the Australasian Evaluation Society to inform 
the ethical framework of the evaluation (Australasian 
Evaluation Society, 2013). The internal evaluator will 
work closely with the advisory panel to obtain feedback 
on the preliminary plans outlined within, allowing them 
to further influence evaluation design in beneficial and 
authentic ways. This will inform the completed BUZZING 
evaluation plan inclusive of method, instruments and 
processes ready for expert ethical peer review to obtain 
human research ethics approval.   
Conclusion
This paper has introduced the key concepts, theories and 
principles of evaluative thinking and practice relating to a 
specific program, and stepped-out the design process used 
to create an evaluation plan for youth employment pilot 
project, BUZZING. This pilot project case study is offered 
to highlight the need for a context-sensitive evaluation 
that is feasible, ethical, transparent and accountable to 
the project stakeholders. The evaluation plan developed, 
illustrates the decision-making steps used in the design 
process and underpinning evidence-based justifications. 
While not the only viable evaluation plan, or indeed 
a ‘one size fits all’ methodology for an employment 
project or similar human service, the aim is to illuminate 
the design decisions in evaluation planning following 
a process of evidence-based rigour. Finally, White’s 
(2009) theory-based impact evaluation is adopted as the 
evaluation method as it maps out the causal chain from 
inputs to outcomes and impact, testing the underlying 
assumptions to understand why a program has, or has 
not, had an impact.
Evaluative thinking and practice is important in 
all workplaces but particularly in organisations which 
seek to make positive social change within complex 
environments, such as the not-for-profit sector. The 
increased professionalism, regulation and competitiveness 
of the not-for-profit operating environment means 
that evidence-based reports and recommendations 
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on organisational performance is key, and evaluative 
thinking is becoming a critical skill for managers of 
projects and programs. The role of the internal evaluator 
has advanced as an emerging need in the not-for-profit 
sector since always outsourcing to external consultants 
is not economically sustainable for most organisations.  
The capacity building and professional development of 
internal evaluators in the not-for-profit sector is therefore 
recommended as one approach to drive accountability, 
ethical practices and continuous improvement for public 
good from within the organisation. 
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Working both-ways: using participatory 
and standardised methodologies with 
Indigenous Australians in a study of 
remote community safety and wellbeing
pLEASE NotE:  
Aboriginal or torres Strait Islanders readers are warned that this article may contain images of deceased persons.
This paper offers reflections on our experience and learning arising from implementing a study 
design that used evaluation research to pursue multiple benefits. The Community Safety and 
Wellbeing Study adopted a mixed methods approach, referred to as a ‘both-ways’ (or two-ways) 
research model, that addressed decision maker’s needs and heard the people’s voice. The study 
design was inspired by a both-ways learning model and attempted to address both needs 
together. The aim of the study was to involve local people in communities and encourage 
them to share their views about changes in community safety. Through systematic research 
it provided a voice for Indigenous Australians affected by the Northern Territory Emergency 
Response (NTER), often called ‘the intervention’. Regardless of views about the intervention, this 
paper aims to share the lessons learned from conducting this study.
The mixed method approach involved a community based standardised survey and qualitative 
data collection techniques. The study was undertaken in a representative sample of 17 NTER 
communities with over 1300 local residents, around five percent of the relevant population. 
Over 60 Indigenous people were employed in conducting the study; the majority lived in 
or had strong ties with remote communities in the study and around 10 had significant 
experience with social research projects. 
The research had many objectives in addition to providing evidence on outcomes on a multi-
faceted and sometimes controversial government policy. Ethically the research had to have 
benefit for the people and communities involved. In addition, the community had to be able 
to see there were benefits from the research for them, not just for government. This paper 
documents how these objectives were achieved in relation to the methodology, content, data 
collection and reporting aspects of the research, and discusses what worked and what could be 
done differently in the future. 
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Introduction
This is the second of a series of two articles that examine the use of a 
both-ways mixed methods research model in an evaluation of safety 
and wellbeing policy initiatives involving Indigenous people. The first 
article (Grey, Putt, Baxter, & Sutton, 2016) explored the ideas and 
principles that drove the study. It argued that collaboration with the 
people targeted by a policy, conducted in an ethical, meaningful and 
respectful manner, is an essential element in producing good quality 
social policy evaluation. 
The methodology provided a voice for a wide range of Indigenous 
Australians affected by the NTER. Regardless of views about the 
intervention, this paper aims to share the lessons learned from 
conducting this study. The policy being evaluated was the NTER, a 
set of government initiatives which aimed to protect children, to make 
communities safer and to build a better future for people living in 
Indigenous communities and town camps in the Northern Territory 
of Australia (Department of Families, Housing, Community Services 
and Indigenous Affairs, 2011). It was launched by the Australian 
Government on 21 June 2007. The imposition of income management 
of welfare payments in Northern Territory Indigenous communities 
received substantial coverage. However, the NTER also included 
many additional services designed to improve community safety and 
functioning, such as more police, safe-houses, night patrols, health 
services and family support services.1
One component of the NTER evaluation was a study involving 
community members to examine their perceptions of community 
safety and wellbeing. This study utilised mixed methods, involving 
a quantitative survey and qualitative participatory methodologies. 
The study was commissioned by the federal government department 
responsible for the evaluation (the former Department of Families, 
Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs). The aim of 
the study was to collect systematic and robust data that: provided 
community-level assessment of the current situation and recent changes; 
allowed comparison of communities with national standardised data; 
aided understanding of safety through systematic qualitative research; 
and provided a resource for each community involved to use as a 
reference in future community development and planning.
The details of this both-ways model are described covering its 
definition and implementation in this case. The sample design, 
operational relationships and roles of consultants, the commissioning 
department and Indigenous researchers are described. The two 
methodologies—standardised survey and participatory research cycle—
are introduced, and the key steps in the participatory research cycle 
are described. We have attempted to draw out the challenges, solutions 
and lessons learnt in order to support future development of both-ways 
approaches, particularly in inter-cultural contexts.
Features and strengths of this methodology 
Both-ways model
At the core of the methodology for the safety and wellbeing study was 
the adoption of a  both-ways (or two-ways) model, inspired by a both-
ways learning model (Grey, Putt, Baxter & Sutton, 2016). The study 
aimed to provide evidence on the change in community safety since the 
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start of the NTER by addressing decision maker’s needs 
and hearing the people’s voice. Too often the views of 
local Indigenous people are not systematically collected 
or well understood, and ‘in the case of field-based 
evaluation … this omission usually pertains to grassroots 
epistemologies, or ways of knowing’ (Durá, Felt & 
Singhal, 2014, p.98). This can lead to misunderstanding. 
Listening to many relevant voices can lessen bias or 
misinterpretation of effects. It was essential to the 
methodology that the research was relevant, meaningful 
and useful to the people affected by the intervention, an 
approach referred to as ‘Indigenising the research process’ 
(Mataira, 2014). The study was largely driven from a 
both-ways perspective in a way that attempted to address 
both needs together. 
In this both-ways approach2, Indigenous traditions 
and knowledge are combined with non-Indigenous ‘ways 
of doing’ (Ober & Bat, 2007). The research methodology 
included a quantitative survey and qualitative 
participatory methods, which gathered evidence 
that decision makers could use, but was conducted 
predominately by local people in ways that they could 
understand so they could use the evidence for their own 
purposes. According to Sherwood (2013), a both-ways 
approach can also help make research safer for Indigenous 
Australians. Most importantly, we wanted to embed 
the philosophy in this study that working in Indigenous 
communities is a privilege, not a right (Campbell & 
Christie, 2009).
An integrated mixed methods approach involving a 
community based standardised survey and qualitative 
data collection techniques were used to collect 
community views and experiences in an accurate and 
ethical manner (Department of Families, Housing, 
Community Services and Indigenous Affairs, 2011). To 
provide credible evidence to policy making that would 
be reusable over time, it needed to be consistent with 
the way personal safety is measured nationally and 
internationally. This involved having core questions 
embedded in the survey, which are used in other studies 
(Willis, 2010). Triangulation was used to give local 
context and to check the validity of data. Resident 
views were complemented by the perspectives of 
service providers in a separate survey (Putt, Middleton, 
Yamaguchi & Turner, 2011). 
This methodology enabled local people to undertake 
their own evaluative judgment of what changes were most 
important to them. In participatory qualitative methods, 
community members could talk about their experiences 
and priorities. Participants identified and ranked 
challenges and changes using focus groups and a range of 
mapping, ranking and most significant change exercises. 
This broadened the scope and deepened the relevance of 
results, which were provided back to each community 
(Shaw & D’Abbs, 2011).
The methodology presented an opportunity to train 
and mentor local Indigenous people in research roles 
(Grey & Baxter, 2011). Using local Indigenous research 
practitioners together with systematic sampling techniques 
ensured that the study obtained multiple perspectives 
—hearing about issues significant to many community 
members, particularly less powerful individuals who may 
not normally provide their views to government. 
Indigenous Australians are often referred to as 
some of the most over-researched people in the world 
(Aboriginal Research Institute, 1993). During this research 
project, this was especially pronounced at the time of 
the NTER. Ethically, this community research needed 
to provide benefit for community members, and do this 
in a way through which people could see that there were 
benefits for them, not just for government. 
Sampling design 
The sample design involved two steps—initial community 
selection followed by participant selection for the 
survey and qualitative research. The first step was 
selection of a representative sample of communities 
from the 73 communities involved in the NTER. The 
community selection method was a ‘purposive stratified 
sample’, across a range of community types that could 
be considered a representative cross-section of the 
population of communities affected by the NTER3. 
The primary variables used to select the sample were 
geography (Top End and Central Australia), police 
presence and population size. After this stratification 
other factors were considered (i.e. the presence of a 
Safe House and the level of isolation of a community) 
and a short-list identified. Following negotiation with 
representatives from each potential community, 17 
communities agreed to participate. The study involved 
over 1300 local residents, around five percent of the 
population of interest. The number involved was 
higher than expected as communities were very keen to 
participate. The potential sample size was expanded once 
additional funds were secured.
The second step was the selection of survey 
participants in each community. Information on the age 
and gender breakdown of the population from the 2006 
Australian Census of  Population and Housing was used 
to get a representative quota sample specified for each 
community (50 to 100 depending on the size of the 
community) (Shaw & D’Abbs, 2011). In addition, family 
and clan groups were taken into account as a sign of 
respect for community elders and to reflect local context. 
Out of a potential population of 29,268 (Yu, Duncan & 
Gray, 2008), 1323 people participated in the quantitative 
survey, comprising five per cent of the affected 
population. Conducting a large scale survey with a 
representative sample of local Indigenous residents 
meant results could be analysed using independent 
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variables—like size and location of community, 
gender, age, family or marital living circumstances and 
employment status of participants.
Logistical issues had to be taken into account. 
The pilot community was surveyed in December 2010 
with data collection occurring across the remaining 
16 communities between March and July 2011. It was 
desirable to do fieldwork around the same time in all 
communities, to attempt to control for variation in 
outside factors. Seasonal weather, access to a community, 
cultural events and sorry business had to be considered 
when scoping the community visits. Communication with 
the community on a regular basis was critical. 
Research consultants
Key criteria for choosing consultants were existing 
relationships with communities, experience doing 
participatory qualitative research and quantitative 
research knowledge and understanding. The relationships 
with communities turned out to be a vital success 
factor for the study.  We also looked for consultants 
with experienced Aboriginal researchers as part of their 
team, and most consultants offered this or had other 
ways of working with Aboriginal researchers. A mix of 
consultants was selected which ensured that the matching 
of consultants and places supported the representative 
spread of the community sample. 
An open procurement process engaged four 
consultants, including three highly experienced specialist 
evaluation companies which are led by non-Indigenous 
people and have a track record of working with remote 
Indigenous people: Bowchung Consulting, Colmar 
Brunton Social Research and N-Carta Group. The 
fourth was more unusual. The Aboriginal Research 
Practitioners Network4 (ARPNet) is made up of local 
Indigenous people who are involved in research in 
their own communities and in places where they have 
connections. ARPnet research methods incorporate 
a number of innovative qualitative data collection 
techniques that have been designed together with 
Indigenous people. 
This diverse group of consultants took the 
opportunity to learn from each other and to share their 
insight and knowledge throughout the duration of the 
study. This collaboration resulted in a strong network of 
researchers, both Indigenous and non-Indigenous (Shaw 
& D’Abbs, 2011). Many have since collaborated on a 
number of other research projects. 
Roles in the commissioning department
As this was a mixed methods study, a range of skills 
were required in the management team in the federal 
government department which commissioned the 
evaluation. Internal evaluation capacity is a factor which 
can be overlooked. Collaboration between internal and 
external evaluators is important and is a highly complex 
endeavour (Conley-Tyler, 2005). The study was designed 
and led by a team of four staff, who drew on different 
areas of expertise covering evaluation in an Indigenous 
context: international development, participatory 
methods, large-scale social surveys and criminology. 
This range of skills and knowledge informed the study 
design and implementation, including questionnaire 
development and sample design. This mix of skills was 
key to designing and planning the study. 
Multiple roles were filled by the management team, 
including designing, managing and supporting an 
inclusive evaluation process. This supported consultants 
and community people to work together to achieve 
outcomes that exceeded our expectations (in terms 
of depth of engagement and number of Indigenous 
researchers employed, communities involved and 
research participants). The nature of this project and its 
context required a mix of roles that can be beneficial to 
evaluation, such as collaborators, advisors and resource 
persons (Patton, 2008). During the data collection phase, 
the department had a facilitation and contingency role to 
support ongoing operations and improvement and make 
space for listening and learning, creating a way to build 
the capacity of all participants.
Indigenous researchers 
In order to hear the voice of local people and also meet 
accepted ethical and accuracy standards for evaluation, 
the study needed to involve local Indigenous researchers. 
Using local researchers helped instill trust and community 
ownership of research and strengthen communities 
through the use of their own knowledge. This has been 
identified as an essential element for successful research 
by local researchers themselves (Campbell, Foster & 
Davis, 2014). Most Indigenous people employed worked 
as researchers and interviewers however, a number worked 
as guides, brokers and facilitators to locate potential 
respondents and get them involved. 
Over 60 Indigenous people were employed; the 
majority lived in remote communities or had strong 
ties with communities in the study. Around 10 were 
experienced Indigenous researchers. All researchers were 
paid suitable hourly rates and meals and travel allowance 
where appropriate. We knew from health research practice 
that support for researchers would need to be tailored 
at the local level (Laycock, Walker, Harrison & Brands, 
2009). The consultants therefore put in place a range of 
strategies to support their local Indigenous researchers. 
This involved: opportunities for participation and 
learning; daily debriefing, discussion, problem solving 
and planning; and team work arrangements. Some of 
the Indigenous researchers subsequently undertook 
other research roles (e.g. some worked on the national 
population census).
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Standardised survey questionnaire
To ensure consistency with existing collections, the survey 
questionnaire was initially developed by the Australian 
Institute of Criminology (Willis & Rosevear, 2010) 
and included questions used in standardised national 
collections, such as the National Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Social Survey and the Crime Victimisation 
Survey conducted by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
The questionnaire was pretested by experienced 
Indigenous researchers in Alice Springs and piloted in one 
of the NTER communities. The pilot produced changes 
to wording and questionnaire length; some questions 
that didn’t work were deleted, reducing the estimated 
interview time from 40 to 30 minutes (Shaw & D’Abbs, 
2011). The final questionnaire received appropriate ethics 
approval and produced usable data, but in future, more 
testing would be valuable. 
The survey was rolled out in another 16 NTER 
communities with the questionnaire adapted to suit local 
circumstances as far as possible while maintaining the 
central integrity of the data collection. Adaptions of the 
questionnaire predominately involved subtle changes to 
wording to make the questionnaire locally meaningful.
The information from the survey was used at the local 
level with the results from each community analysed and 
reported on at the community level. The data from all 
respondents was aggregated to give an overall picture. 
This was then analysed and cross tabulated by the 
sampling variables (size, geography, police presence). 
Participatory research cycle 
The participatory research cycle undertaken for this project 
consisted of several steps to gain acceptance, support and 
ownership of the research by participating communities, 
shown in Figure 1. This aimed to achieve community 
ownership of the report, both physically (by handing 
over hard copies of their report) but also emotionally—
participating communities could become invested in the 
research through providing consent and involving local 
people as both researchers and participants. 
Step 1—Consent
Consent to conduct the research was a requirement 
of both the ethics clearance5 and the project design. 
This was not a clear cut matter. We found two lines of 
consent or endorsement were necessary, although this 
is a simplification and varied by place. One type was an 
official governance body, where one existed. The second 
was key leaders such as elders or traditional owners. 
Some communities had two to three signatures from 
key people who were recognised as having the right to 
represent the community, such as the Chief Executive 
Officer or Mayor of the community council. Other 
communities provided signatures from local reference 
F I g u R E  1.  S t E p S  I N  t h E  pA R t I C I pAt o R y  R E S E A R C h  C y C L E
groups. In contrast, one community required 32 signatures 
from seven clan leaders to represent all family groups. 
This ensured that all clan and family groups would 
participate in the research. 
A key message from the research is that appropriate 
time needs to be allocated to do this the right way for 
each community. Most consultants spent a few days in 
the community to ensure that respectful and meaningful 
communication was undertaken. They took time talking 
to community leaders, service providers and other key 
residents to ensure the research methodology was clearly 
understood and acceptable. The role of local researchers 
and/or of government employees, called Indigenous 
Engagement Officers, was particularly valuable during 
this early stage. 
Research did not go ahead until signed consent 
was received from a community. Most communities 
approached were very keen to participate in the research 
and saw it as an opportunity to ‘tell their story to 
government’. In the two cases where the research did 
not go ahead, agreement could not be reached about 
the procedures of data collection, such as the need for 
interviews to be done in private, perhaps reflecting the 
political nature of the intervention itself. 
Step 2—Training local researchers
After consent was given, the consultants scouted for local 
people who were keen to be trained in conducting the 
research. Recruitment was done several ways—through 
government staff based in communities who assist with 
government coordination and engagement, through 
existing connections of the project team, or through word 
Training local 
researchers
Consent
Giving report  
back
Hearing the 
‘community  
voice’
Ownership of  
report by  
community
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of mouth. The key characteristics of local researchers 
included skills in local languages, connections to the 
clans or families in communities and a mix of age and 
gender. Some local researchers or their close family held 
important social and cultural positions. A strong work 
ethic was also required. 
Training was conducted over two to five days 
depending on the prior experience of local researchers. 
This was to go through the questionnaire, translating 
questions when required, discussing question meanings, 
the importance of the research, and data requirements. 
Training was also given in participatory research methods. 
The training approach was done in a way that suited each 
community (see Figure 2). 
In general, more experienced team members 
accompanied less experienced researchers. Cultural norms 
and practises were observed with women interviewing 
women and men interviewing men, in the majority of 
instances. However, researchers often interviewed people 
outside their clan or family group. This was a positive 
experience and it sometimes surprised the interviewers 
to hear that different cohorts in the one community 
may have different perceptions and opinions around 
government policy and community issues.
It’s good to have u mob come talk, it’s people’s point of  
view, how they feel before and now, yes I do, yes I did 
and it help us understand what’s bad and what’s good. 
Indigenous community member
The tools used in the participatory methodology 
were fluid to suit the preference of the community or 
different cohorts. Flexible rules around survey data 
collection included: subtle wording changes to make the 
questionnaire locally meaningful; and interviewing people 
as individuals but in the company of others if they felt 
more comfortable. The complete project team, including 
the local researchers regrouped each evening. This 
debriefing was used to review progress against the survey 
sample, conduct data input and training or practise, do 
quality control and plan for the next day. 
Researchers took pride in working hard to complete as 
many quality surveys as consistently as possible. However, 
their unanimous view was that the survey was ‘too long’ 
and that local people should have more input into survey 
design. People like to ‘yarn’ about their experiences and 
much was captured in the interview process to give the 
results context at the community level. Interviewing in 
local language affected timing. These factors created 
fatigue for both researchers and respondents. 
F I g u R E  2.  t R A I N I N g  Lo C A L  R E S E A R C h E R S  I N  o N E 
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Step 3—Hearing the community voice
What was the process?
The local researchers worked with the consultants 
to conduct the quantitative survey and qualitative 
participatory methodology to hear community voice. 
Some took on other roles including acting as project 
leaders, interpreters, translating questions into local 
language, or data entry. 
Some researchers had a brokerage role to recruit 
participants. Their knowledge of the community, 
connections and protocols was crucial to involving a 
wide range and larger number of people. Respondent 
quotas were achieved by visiting workplaces and homes. 
To invite broader participation, opportunistic sampling 
was undertaken in key locations like the community store, 
sporting events, or community groups, such as weaving 
groups, men’s groups or arts centres (shown in Figure 3). 
Sometimes people such as traditional elders who were 
outside sample requirements were interviewed out of 
respect for traditional authority.
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What was the content?
One aim of the community research was to get a 
grass-roots perspective of what it was like living in 
their community before and after the NTER. So while 
the survey concentrated on safety and wellbeing, the 
participatory component was designed so that issues 
important to people could be captured regardless of 
whether they were covered in the survey. This expansion 
beyond a standard set of policy relevant questions allowed 
the research to be more culturally-embedded and user-
defined (Durá, Felt & Singhal, 2014), which are traits 
often lacking in government research.
The participatory information was presented in 
two ways—significant changes that had occurred in 
the community and significant challenges facing the 
community (as shown in Figure 4). 
was often done in a group situation where people could 
discuss and argue their choices with their peers. The 
ranking of changes and challenges was done in different 
ways that suited the local preferences, culture and 
relationships (see Figure 6). Participation was open to all 
community members. 
F I g u R E  4.  A N  E X A m p L E  o F  S I g N I F I C A N t  C h A N g E S  A N D 
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Options were identified by the researchers and 
determined by the community. The list of changes and 
challenges came from the respondents in two ways. 
Researchers identified through the survey the important 
issues which respondents raised strongly or often in 
open-ended questions. Issues were also identified using 
qualitative discussion groups with different cohorts in 
a number of communities. Many people interviewed 
provided comments beyond the policy scope of the 
research. For instance, welfare payment quarantining was 
not directly covered, nor was community governance. 
However, in some communities these were brought up 
consistently by respondents, so they made it on the list 
of changes and challenges. In some communities the 
participatory methodology drew out very place-based 
issues, shown in one example in Figure 5. 
Once a list of commonly cited changes and challenges 
was compiled, people were asked to rank them. This 
F I g u R E  6.  E X A m p L E S  o F  R A N k I N g  A N D  R At I N g 
t E C h N I q u E S
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Ranking and prioritising changes and challenges 
in the local setting are valuable to both government and 
communities. Governments can use findings from ranking 
exercises to inform prioritisation of investment. Local 
people developing and prioritising their changes and 
challenges have ownership of the data and may be able to 
influence change to meet their needs. This was a crucial 
aspect of the methodology. Chambers (1994) warns that the 
answers in a standardised survey questionnaire are relevant 
to the researcher, owned by the researcher, and the learning 
is one-off and unverified. By doing ranking exercises, 
the information is triangulated with people discussing, 
checking and verifying the views of others and importantly, 
it is owned by the participants (Chambers, 1994).
Like the survey data this material was used in two 
ways; individual community rankings were compiled, 
discussed and presented in an individual community 
report. The top three individual community level rankings 
were aggregated to give the top three changes and the 
top three challenges and these were discussed in the final 
report back to government. 
Steps 4 and 5—Reporting back and community 
ownership
The community-level reports showed what the community 
said about their feelings around safety and wellbeing 
and what they thought where the strengths and 
weaknesses of their community. Each community report 
belongs jointly to the community and the Department. 
Community specific results were covered. For example, 
in a community with a youth recreation hall near a club 
which served alcohol, relocating the youth hall was ranked 
as their number one challenge and was included in that 
community’s report.
Each consultant returned to the community to present 
the findings and hand the report over, a vital part of the 
project budget (Figure 7). This was done differently for 
each community, and may have involved formal meetings 
with a local reference group, by holding a community 
BBQ, or in meetings with major stakeholders. Separate 
presentations were sometimes held with existing 
community groups, such as women’s or men’s groups, to 
suit local circumstances. The pre-existing knowledge of 
the consultants and the relationships that grew during this 
study informed these decisions. 
Because of the hand-over of reports and initial 
community consent, there is a clearer sense of ownership 
of the reports by the communities. The community are 
free to do what they want with their reports—some 
communities intended to use their report to help develop 
community safety plans. If the department wants to share 
the community report outside the Australian Government 
it needs agreement from the community. An ongoing 
challenge is how the reports are kept and how to ensure 
that reports are reused when appropriate.
The local researchers often had a role in the feedback 
planning and presentation and all said that this is a 
crucial step in showing genuine interest and consideration 
of their communities; too often people take from their 
communities and do not give back: 
One of  the best research projects ever done for us ... the 
way the guys went about it, the way the guys engaged 
with the community and Yalu and got them involved and 
the timeliness of  reporting back.  
Indigenous community member
Methodological and logistical challenges
Doing research in remote Australia presents a range of 
challenges, not least the vast distances involved. In this 
study there was the usual range of logistical or physical 
problems to deal with in remote Australia, such as 
difficulty getting to very remote communities, ‘cheeky 
dogs’6 and persistent rain or heat during the wet season 
which runs throughout summer, limiting road access.
Although feedback from local people suggested that 
the approach reached into communities in a fresh way 
there are still some challenges that need to be considered 
in order to improve the methodology. Major challenges 
were: recruiting sufficient local researchers; the need for 
a wide range of training strategies; and interpersonal 
complexities of relatedness. 
Recruiting researchers
It was difficult engaging local researchers. Workers can be 
hard to attract if they have intermittent income sources, 
such as mining royalties. In some cases there was a lack 
of understanding of the importance of research. Some 
people felt they didn’t have the right to ask other people 
in their community questions, and there are often low 
F I g u R E  7.  C o m m u N I t y  F E E D b AC k  S E S S I o N  I N  o N E 
C o m m u N I t y
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literacy levels within communities. The employment, 
education and income characteristics of a community 
influenced the availability of local people to engage with 
and commit to the study. In subsequent research local 
employment agencies have been approached to support 
recruitment of local people, with mixed success.
Using established networks of experienced Indigenous 
researchers like ARPnet is a very effective way of 
building a project team needed for both-ways research. 
They have the people, experience and knowledge of 
research techniques, connections, and community level 
understanding needed. Where these networks exist 
(ARPnet in the Top End, Yalu in Galiwinku, Tangentyere 
Research Hub in Central Australia and Ninti One in 
numerous communities) they could be utilised if available.
Feedback from community members indicates that 
spending extra effort recruiting local people in a ‘hard 
to engage’ community was worthwhile as it helped build 
relationships and trust in the community:
Getting Balanda people from outside might feel 
hard to express our feelings to them, countryman 
feel comfortable and relaxed with our own people.7 
Indigenous community member
Local support for local researchers
The training was done in a way that suited each community. 
Many of the concepts of the study were challenging for the 
local researchers—it covered controversial interventions, 
used a quantitative survey questionnaire, involved selecting 
a representative sample of people in the community, and 
required the respect of participants’ privacy. A range of 
strategies and techniques were used at the community level 
to facilitate learning and working with local Indigenous 
researchers, as described above.
A major factor of success of the study was that 
trusted and experienced consultant team members stayed 
in community during recruitment, training and data 
collection to mentor and coach local team members. 
Spending time together for meals was important for 
training, discussion, problem solving and planning. 
Training in skill development and work practises were 
reinforced. In some cases this training and experience as 
a local researcher on this study led to other employment 
opportunities (e.g. some have worked on the national 
population census and a number have worked on 
subsequent government research projects).
Relatedness
Having researchers working in their own communities was 
desirable in principle, but presented several challenges:
 ■ working across difficult family or community 
relationships 
 ■ getting caught up in family or community related issues 
 ■ researchers knowing something about the respondent
 ■ crowded living situations reducing energy levels of 
researchers 
 ■ home environment posing risks to project material 
getting lost or destroyed, and
 ■ issues of jealousy from other members of the 
community due to the perceived privilege of working 
on the project. 
These challenges required adjustments, particularly 
recognising and addressing the problems in daily debriefing 
and planning sessions. Rarely were these challenges 
impossible to overcome. This meant that in most cases, 
the issues did not result in researchers having to stop 
conducting the research. Indeed, in some cases seeing local 
people working on the project generated interest: 
As we were doing our work some people were interested 
in working with us and getting involved. They said it was 
good we were doing the work.  
Indigenous community researcher
lessons from the evaluation approach and 
design 
A key driver of this evaluation design was the desire to 
address the creative and productive tensions between 
accuracy, credibility and ethics in these circumstances. 
The importance of context to the interpretation of 
internationally accepted standards of evaluation quality 
outlined in the initial paper (Grey, Putt, Baxter & Sutton, 
2015) has been a key feature in the design of this study. 
A locally meaningful interpretation has been sought 
through a combination of methodology that prioritises 
respect for the people who are the intended beneficiaries 
of an evaluation. Investing in a multifaceted design 
was challenging but drew out three important areas to 
consider in the future. 
Multiple roles of Indigenous researchers 
Two lessons about what worked in this approach stand 
out: the wide range of roles people can take on in a mixed 
methods study; and the benefits to local researchers 
of expanded exposure to community views outside 
the normal range of their daily lives. Feedback from 
community people suggested that this approach was 
valued and demonstrated a shift in approach towards 
deeper involvement by local people in evaluation research.
This is a challenging set of roles which requires 
the development of trusting relationships and mutual 
supportive work practices at all levels of the project. In 
transformative evaluation ‘the goal is for the evaluator to 
raise the difficult questions and provide a venue for listening 
to the answers … in the pursuit of social justice’ (Mertens, 
2010, p. 9). 
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To support this exchange, Indigenous researchers 
acted as brokers as well as researchers. All had ties 
with, and knowledge of, the communities in which they 
worked. The researchers’ connections and knowledge 
facilitated communication, supported the negotiation of 
permission and consent, and underpinned the conduct 
of the research. This supports quality research by 
contributing language skills, authenticity and knowledge 
of community protocol and helps to validate the research 
in the eyes of the community. It facilitated more authentic 
information flow both-ways between community and 
government. Achieving a large representative sample 
of 1300 Indigenous people across 17 very remote 
communities shows that this model can enable substantial 
mixed methods research projects to be undertaken with 
diverse Indigenous communities. 
Questionnaire testing 
A key challenge for future studies is to find ways to spend 
more time at the front-end to develop and test a survey 
questionnaire with a wider range of local community 
people in a larger number of communities. This is 
financially, logistically and methodologically challenging. A 
standardised survey needs to remain sufficiently consistent 
to collect comparable data, but also needs to be meaningful 
in a local context. It needs to cover key policy issues and be 
user-friendly in a wide range of places. Testing in remote 
locations requires relationships with communities and 
involves substantial travel costs and time. 
The trade-off between cost, quality, purpose and time 
pressure requires a compromise of some kind. In this case 
a compromise was reached through a strong commitment 
to mixed methodology and Indigenous participation 
wherever feasible. In the long run, more investment in 
building capacity and understanding of the logistical 
challenges and benefits of approaches such as this may 
reduce the cost and deliver more benefit in the future.
Level of financial commitment  
The level of financial commitment needed to obtain the 
perspectives of people affected by a policy of this scale 
requires careful planning and budgeting to conduct 
research in an ethical and robust manner. The participatory 
research cycle required three visits to communities to 
gain trust, respect, access, commitment and community 
ownership. The first visit was to gain consent, the second 
to collect data, and the final visit was to return research 
findings back to the community. In order to collect robust 
and ethical data and meet quota targets, the consultants 
were in communities for one to three weeks depending 
on the community size. This of course meant budgeting 
for three sets of travel, accommodation, expenses, and 
the normal contingencies that go with working in remote 
communities. Although this may seem costly, these were 
crucial elements of the methodology that drew together 
the both-ways approach. Without this investment, it 
would be difficult to call the methodology both-ways.
Having a sufficient budget that allowed for flexibility 
was valued by the consultants who felt they were able to 
do better research both for the Australian Government 
and communities. Shaw and D’Abbs (2011) note that 
the foresight demonstrated in funding three trips to each 
community was instrumental in the success of the study. 
Conclusions  
This article describes the conduct of one part of an 
evaluation that was a two-way learning process, building 
on a wide range of knowledge and expertise. This both-
ways approach builds on a number of foundations: using 
local Indigenous research practitioners and systematic 
sampling to hear multiple perspectives and meet multiple 
needs; using mixed methods; and listening, learning, 
sharing and teaching both-ways. These strategies help 
address the challenges of recruiting local researchers, 
meeting diverse training needs and the complexities of 
community relationships.
Sharing ownership needs to be placed at the core of a 
both-ways methodology. In remote community contexts, 
a locally meaningful interpretation of evaluation quality 
has been pursued by prioritising respect for the people who 
are the intended beneficiaries. In practice, this requires 
investment at the front-end in survey and questionnaire 
development, and also during the life of a study to allow 
space for enough visits to communities to build trust 
and respect. Enabling Indigenous researchers to take on 
multiple roles provided expanded exposure to community 
views beyond the usual range of experience. A significant 
pay-off from this approach may be a shift towards deeper 
involvement by local people in evaluation research.
We hope these strategies contribute to the further 
development of stronger approaches to planning and 
investment in quality evaluation in inter-cultural contexts. 
This example suggests that there are circumstances 
where commitment to integrated mixed methods studies 
is worth examining. Building on these lessons, ongoing 
improvement in the both-ways model could have broader 
benefit for communities and stakeholders in the long-run. 
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Endnotes
1 In general, ‘safe houses’ provide crisis accommodation 
for women and children escaping family violence. 
Night patrols provide community intervention to 
maintain safety and prevent harm. 
2 We recognise that both-ways could have different 
meanings in other contexts, but this definition best 
describes our research methodology.
3 The NTER covered 73 communities, 10 community 
living area regions and 14 outstation areas. The study 
focused on the 73 communities of which 13 were 
excluded from sample due to small population size. 
4 ARPNet are managed by Dr Bevyline Sithole with 
support from Charles Darwin University. 
5 Ethics clearance for the pilot was granted by the 
Human Research Ethics Committee of the Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Studies. Clearance for the 17 participating communities 
was granted by the Centralian Human Research Ethics 
Committee and the Menzies School of Health Research 
Top End Human Research Committee.
6 ‘Cheeky dogs’ is a term used in remote Australia to 
mean unpredictable dog behaviour, often perceived as 
hazardous.
7 ‘Balanda’ means people or person of European 
descent and also refers collectively to the English 
speaking dominant culture of Australia and all other 
‘Western’ nations. Its origin comes the Macassan 
term ‘Belanda’ which is derived from ‘Hollander’ 
to describe the Dutch and is still used in Bahasa 
Indonesian today (Trudgen, 2000). 
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Informed by work with the community of Wadeye 
(pronounced wad-air), southwest of Darwin—one 
of the largest remote Indigenous communities in the 
Northern Territory—this 90 page booklet was developed 
following 18-months of participatory action research 
with Indigenous and non-Indigenous early childhood 
educators and students. Although it was written as a 
guide for non-Indigenous early childhood educators, 
teachers, and mentors commencing work in remote 
Indigenous communities, the thought-provoking resource 
is important reading for a wider audience, especially 
evaluators. The resource cautions readers to be mindful 
that, just as it does not offer a generic ‘one size fits all’ 
approach, Indigenous communities have different cultural 
practices and beliefs. As a visitor to a new community you 
are in new country.
■ Authors 
compiled by Rebekah Farmer and Lyn Fasoli
■ publisher/year 
Commonwealth of Australia, 2011
■ Extent/type 
90 pages, e-book
■ price 
Available free to download from the Batchelor Institute of Indigenous  
Tertiary Education (BIITE) http://eprints.batchelor.edu.au/277/
Title: You're in new country: advice for non-Indigenous early 
childhood mentors, trainers and teachers
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Reviewed by Liz gould
System Performance Support Branch
NSW Ministry of Health 
Email: liz.gould@moh.health.nsw.gov.au
Part-handbook, part-narrative, the booklet is 
broken into 11 short chapters on different aspects of 
remote community and cultural life. The resource can 
be read from cover to cover but is also designed so that 
the reader can jump straight to chapters most relevant 
to them. It uses varied formats and voices to present 
rounded advice on key topics (family rules and kinship, 
mentoring, relationships, communication, both-ways 
learning, etc.). These perspectives include instructional 
approaches, narratives from Indigenous and non-
Indigenous educators, perspectives from the literature, a 
list of subject-specific reading materials, and exercises to 
encourage further reflection. Mostly this ‘perspectives’ 
approach works well, although sometimes it begs a 
practical application or story, or news of how past 
learnings have informed new approaches. A key strength 
of the resource is that each topic area draws from and 
links to existing literature. Each chapter contains a list 
of academic and government publications for ‘further 
reading’ which are specific to the topics presented. 
Featuring local voices and locally developed 
approaches, the tone and approach is quite different, 
for example, from the instructional 2009 publication 
developed by the Aboriginal Services Branch of the 
former NSW Department of Community Services—
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Working with Aboriginal People and Communities: 
A Practice Resource. You’re in new country was 
funded as part of a suite of resources by the former 
Commonwealth Department of Education, Employment 
and Workplace Relations, and was developed by the 
Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education 
(BIITE) in partnership with Charles Sturt University, 
and the TAFE NSW Western Institute and Riverina 
Institute. Like many other government-funded initiatives 
the resource has disappeared without trace from 
departmental websites but is currently available as an 
e-book through the BIITE. Unlike some government-
funded initiatives, the colourful Wadeye publication has 
a strong local flavour. Filled with photos of children, 
families and educators in local settings, it shares local 
community voices and places with readers. 
The resource begins with an introduction to the 
Wadeye community, and to its project mentors—a local 
preschool teacher and the co-director of the Wadeye 
crèche. The following 11 key chapters use a consistent 
format of structured modules to capture multiple 
perspectives informed by a variety of sources. Each of 
the modules within these chapters have a different and 
distinct tone. The first module is direct and instructional. 
For example, the topic You don’t know—you’re in new 
country begins with a strong reminder: ‘entering into 
new country is a privilege’, ‘cultural awareness training 
is essential’, and ‘every community has its own culture 
and ways of doing things’ (p. 8). The instructional 
module is followed by narrative advice on the topic from 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous childhood educators. 
The next module, ‘Read more about this message from 
other sources’, provides views from the literature; in 
the first chapter this comprises a critique of approaches 
to cultural awareness training which overlook the 
diversity of Indigenous peoples and communities. The 
chapter concludes with a list of further resources from 
academic and government literature and a short module 
encouraging ‘reflection and action’, which could be 
undertaken as an individual or to support group work. 
Each of the following 10 chapters follow this pattern.
The second of these chapters, Listen and learn from 
a cultural mentor, explores ways for non-Indigenous 
and Indigenous people to develop mutual mentoring 
relationships to learn more about culture and community 
and to share knowledge. The resource cautions readers 
that developing intercultural competency takes time 
and that outsiders to a new community are encouraged 
to suspend judgement before they get to know and 
understand a community and its members. 
The following three chapters outline family rules and 
kinship, children and the importance of family. These 
explore complex and extended family structures and 
local cultural protocols associated with family and the 
obligations that come with it, which may determine many 
of the interactions that take place in remote communities 
including who can speak to whom, or why community 
members might avoid some situations or locations. The 
resource also advises that working with Indigenous people 
and children requires understanding; the ways adults 
relate to children and who can take responsibility for them 
can be quite different to non-Indigenous child-caring 
practices. 
Although the following chapter Think outside your 
culture is perhaps the most specific to early childhood 
services, it poses universal questions, asking readers to 
reflect on and evaluate the cultural beliefs that underpin 
their professional assumptions. Rather than ‘transmitting 
Western knowledge to Indigenous people in order to 
meet Western cultural expectations’ (p. 38), it challenges 
educators to consider ways to preserve and reflect local 
cultural perspectives and values. 
The following chapter on being ‘an advocate for local 
staff’ encourages strengths-based approaches to support 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people ‘to build 
their capacity … to support healthy relationships and 
families, and raise their children to be strong in their 
culture’ (p. 50). It reiterates the importance of establishing 
a ‘cultural advisory group’ with service staff and local 
community members, suggested elsewhere in the resource, 
to discuss priorities from a local community perspective 
as well as non-Indigenous or funder perspectives. 
In the next chapter on ‘strong relationships’, some 
of the advice relays general principles of fairness and 
respect. While the resource could have offered more 
specific insights from community members about building 
trust, respecting others, sharing power, and listening to 
and learning from community members, it does remind 
readers to resist the urge to act when they deem that 
urgent attention is required and to first seek to understand 
community priorities. The following chapter on 
‘communication’ reminds visitors new to a community to 
invest effort in overcoming the challenges of intercultural 
communication, particularly when community members 
do not speak English as their first language—including 
making an effort to learn language spoken in the 
community. It reminds readers that hearing loss may pose 
further barriers to communication. 
The chapter entitled Teach, learn and work Both-ways 
tackles the most challenging concept in the resource, 
yet ultimately falls short on this. ‘Both-ways learning’ is 
a cornerstone of the BIITE approach, the institution’s 
website explains, which seeks to combine traditional 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge and ways 
of learning with Western educational traditions. The 
resource likewise advocates a both-ways approach but 
disappointingly does not bring the concept to life, as other 
chapters have done. The module on ‘messages from other 
sources’ gets closest to illuminating concepts of both-ways 
learning, explaining that ‘in an exchange of knowledge 
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both sides learn from each other instead of knowledge 
coming only from the … non-Indigenous side’ (p. 77). It 
also outlines the concept of cultural safety—the knowledge 
that as an individual you can express your identity, practice 
your culture and have your values honoured without fear of 
ridicule, chastisement or prejudice.
The final chapter, Community life can be hard 
sometimes, reminds readers of the ‘everyday’ social 
and other stressors that community members may 
face, including overcrowding, community violence, 
food security, lack of transport, poor rates of school 
attendance, and other problems. It encourages visitors 
to consider how these aspects of community life can 
impact on staff members’ participation in the workplace 
or training. However, the resource closes on a somewhat 
disjointed note, reflecting on the slow progress on national 
‘closing the gap’ measures (i.e. inequities in educational 
and income attainment, and overrepresentation of the 
burden of disease, child abuse and neglect, family and 
community violence, and imprisonment rates). While 
the authors introduce the resource as, in part, a response 
to the number of remote Indigenous early childhood 
programs being rolled out in Indigenous communities 
with the aim of closing the gap, there is no reflection on 
the insights the resource might bring to these challenges. 
This ending breaks sharply from the strengths-based and 
learning approach and the narrative woven throughout the 
resource. The reader is left hanging without a conclusion 
to the sum of its parts.
This resource will be most useful for those new to 
conducting participatory research or evaluation in remote 
Indigenous communities, and not just for those who will 
be immersed in community life for some time. That said, 
for evaluators who might be funded to spend only short 
periods of time in remote communities, it highlights the 
risks for those who do not (or cannot) spend the time to 
get to know community members, to develop trust, and 
to learn about local practices and beliefs. While it largely 
represents perspectives from the Wadeye community, 
the resource poses questions relevant to anyone working 
in intercultural contexts. The strongest message 
for evaluators is that even if we have many years of 
experience, including working with remote communities, 
every time we start working with a new community, we’re 
in new country.
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practitioners, managers, teachers and students from all levels of government, 
educational institutions, research agencies, community organisations, businesses 
and interested individuals. Members meet regularly through Regional Groups in 
major cities in Australia and New Zealand.
The AES aims to improve the theory, practice and use of evaluation through: establishing and promoting ethics and 
standards in evaluation practice; providing a forum for the discussion of ideas including AES publications, seminars 
and conferences; linking members who have similar evaluation interests; providing education and training in matters 
related to evaluation; recognising outstanding contributions to the theory and/or practice of evaluation; acting as an 
advocate for evaluation in Australasia; and other activities consistent with its aims.
The purpose of the Evaluation Journal of Australasia is to further the aims of the AES by publishing articles of 
professional merit on any subject connected with evaluation, together with news and information of professional 
interest to members of the AES. Preference is given to articles that embody original concepts, significant new 
findings or methodological advances, or which present existing knowledge in a form particularly accessible or 
useful to students, practitioners and/or users of evaluation. The journal is intended to be critical and intellectually 
rigorous, but at the same time readable and accessible to the widest possible range of scholars and practitioners.
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